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        The cover photo of the author climbing into an F-100, tail number 618—the aircraft he 

flew in Vietnam—was taken by the author’s Crew Chief in 1965. Most of the other photos in 

the book were shot by the author, a few by a fellow pilot, or Crew Chief. A few others, such 

as the picture of the F-84F in flight (Story 9), and the F-111, shown taking off, and the one  

of it landing in Story 14, were by unknown photographers whose works are considered to  

be in the public domain. A military photographer took the black and white public relations  

picture of me climbing into an F-100 in Vietnam (used in Story 6), which was later published 

in my home-town newspaper, “The Bellmore Home News.”  
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                                           INTRODUCTION - SYNOPSIS 

                     My wife and I were discussing a story from a book I had already started to 

write, when she observed, that some of the material in it could easily become 

the subject of an entirely separate book. Thus was born, “Close Calls and Other 

Neat Stories,” a collection of essays chronicling the serious incidents and other 

encounters I had experienced over a twenty five year military career. The first 

three of those years were as an infantryman with the United States Marines; 

the second twenty two as a U.S. Air Force fighter pilot. Obviously, both jobs 

exposed me to risky and sometimes dangerous situations that could just as 

easily have gone badly as not. That I am still here to write about those personal 

trials may be due more to my good fortune, than to my skills as a ground or air 

warrior.  

        No effort was made to arrange the stories in chronological order. I simply 

wrote each one as it surfaced in my thoughts. It was not until they were all 

written, that I rearranged the order a little, but not with any idea of following  

a strict time sequence. Instead, I sought to draw the reader into the story and 

keep him anxious to learn where I would be taking him next. 

        The most daunting, yet most rewarding mission I flew in Vietnam, was  

“The Hits Kept Coming,” Story One. It embodies more of the elements of a  

close encounter with disaster than any other in the book. Diverted from our 

assigned target to aid an ambushed Army convoy, we arrived on scene as the 

sun slipped behind the hills; putting us over an unplanned target quickly going  

dark, with no flare ship to light it up, and no qualified Forward Air Controller  

to direct our strikes. That was just the “opening act.”         
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        A month later, my wingman and I burst through the alert trailer door  

into the pre-dawn darkness to, once again, speed to the defense of another 

ambushed convoy. This one would also be without a flare ship, or qualified 

Forward Air Controller. But, a full moon reflecting off the flat, wet Delta  

region of South Vietnam, and an Army pilot as skilled and courageous as his 

counterpart in the Central Highlands were all we needed to get the job done.  

It was “Déjà Vu,” all over again—Story Two. 

        Story Three, “Brackenbury.” In my twenty two year flying career I have  

had the privilege of working with some of the most talented, hardest working 

“Crew Chiefs” in the United States Air Force. Airman First Class Brackenbury 

exemplified the caliber of dedicated men I served with. Our “partnership of 

equals” was forged in Vietnam, where we amassed one hundred combat 

missions in one hundred days.         

        “The Forgotten War,” describes my sea voyage with a thousand other 

Marines aboard a Merchant Marine troop ship headed for to Korea. We were 

billeted below deck, and slept on canvas bunks stacked four deep with barely 

enough room for two men to pass each other without making physical contact, 

or stepping over a group of jarheads playing poker. There were long lines for 

everything—minor inconveniences compared to what we would be facing in  

a few short days—Story Four. 

        While Marines of the 5th Regiment and Chinese Regulars a mile to our  

right were locked in mortal combat over the control of two strategic hills, we 

were able to walk half that distance to the ridgeline behind us, and eat a hot 

steak dinner—even if interrupted by a few mortar rounds.  Story five, “Steak 

and Mortars,” reveals the disparity of life on the front lines of a waning Korean 

War. 

        The reader may find Story Six, “The Kids,” to be out of place in a book  

recording a number of life and death incidents in my military career. While 

those encounters did indeed hold my undivided attention for a few tense 
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moments; it was the innocent curiosity, sometimes fear I saw in the faces of 

the children I met, that made a more lasting impression. They stole their way 

into my heart and never left.  

        “How Many More?” That was the question I asked myself. Story Seven  

was particularly troubling, because it threatened the safety of the children  

in a little village I discovered in the mountains of Turkey. On one of my visits,  

I found the students and everyone in the village standing on the rooftops,  

waving the Turkish flag. It was a national holiday. Honored by their reception,  

I gave them an air show neither they, nor I, would ever forget—one that  

almost cost me my life.  

        Trapped in a blind canyon, surrounded by mountains whose tops were 

immersed in clouds, I had two choices and no time to decide: climb, and risk 

scrapping myself off the side of a mountain, or attempt a high-g, low level turn 

I had once seen done by the F-100 solo pilot for the “Skyblazers” aerobatic 

team. Story Eight, “The Tightest Turn,” reveals my decision, as well as my 

success in pulling it off.      

        “Check Six,” is a reminder used by fighter pilots since the days of the Red 

Baron to keep us aware of the danger of being shot down by the enemy we 

don’t see. If that friendly pre-flight reminder was “forgotten in the air, we  

had other, non-verbal methods of bringing that point home, as described in 

Story Nine.          

        My “First Kill” (Story Ten), was scored on a training flight in the F84F.  

Lt. Harlan Davis and I found ourselves flying solo at the same time; a good 

opportunity—we thought—to test our fighter prowess in a friendly duel  

of aerial combat. The result, Harlan got to fly back to the base in a rescue 

helicopter, while I had a little chat with the Squadron Commander. 

        “The Day I Went Four for Four.” Story Eleven also took place at Luke Air 

Force Base during the gunnery phase of my F84F checkout. Frustrated after  

two days of going zero for four in “Skip Bombing,” I was determined to get 
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a qualifying score the next time out. Indeed, I did go four-for-four on that  

third attempt; but, instead of congratulations, I was disqualified and given  

a “pink slip.”  

        In over eleven years and nearly three thousand hours of flying time,  

I had experienced only two flameouts in the F-100. The first of them is 

described in Story Twelve, “Flameout.”          

        Hanging in my office is a certificate depicting a little bird, wearing helmet 

and goggles, being kicked out of the nest. My first solo occurred on “Friday  

the 13th,” Story Thirteen. After a dozen practice landings, during which my 

instructor constantly berated me for every little misstep I made, he had me 

stop the aircraft near Mobile Control. He then climbed out onto the wing of  

the T-34 and casually asked: “Think you can fly this thing by yourself?”  

        It wasn’t that hard to get “Lost in North Carolina,” a state with no 

prominent landmarks in any direction as far as the eye could see. What was  

to have been a routine one hour flight turned into a two hour “nail-biter,” 

that apparently was of little concern to anyone but me.  

        Story Fourteen, “Over My Dead Body,” tells of a less than friendly contest 

of wills between my wife and a Two-Star General, as they watched me land  

an  F-111 that was disintegrating around me. Ezdy knew something was wrong 

when I did not perform my usual maximum performance take-off, and was not 

about to leave until I was safely on the ground—the General’s death-threat 

notwithstanding.         

        “The Cuban Missile Crisis,” Story Sixteen, is a firsthand account of my role 

in what may have been the most dangerous confrontation of the “Cold War,” 

one that brought us to the brink of a nuclear holocaust.  

        “Name, Rank, Service Number, and Date of Birth.” That is all you, as a 

prisoner of war, are required to give your captors. Story Seventeen revisits  

the first phase of Survival School training, at Stead Air Force Base, in Reno, 

Nevada; i.e., life in a POW camp. I decided to see just how far I could push the 
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boundaries of that theory by engaging my interrogator in a verbal debate. After 

all, what could they do to me, write me up for not understanding the gravity of 

the situation? 

        I had no idea a mountain named “Billy Hill,” Story Eighteen, would leave 

such a lasting impression on me. Before beginning the escape and evasion 

phase of our survival training at Stead we were told to avoid climbing over  

that infamous mountain. Unfortunately, no one predicted the near blizzard 

conditions we encountered on that freezing night. 

        Story Nineteen, “The Fighter Pilot,” has a special meaning for me, not 

because of the incident involved, but because it provided me the opportunity  

to pay tribute to the fighter pilot I would strive to become.  

        My second run through survival school training in less than a year took 

place in Germany. While it did not involve another “Billy Hill,” it afforded me 

the unique opportunity to experience what a WWII pilot shot down over  

Nazi Germany may have gone through to avoid capture. Story Twenty was  

aptly titled, “Behind Friendly Lines.”         

        Eating a dozen eggs and an equal amount of bacon and toast, may  

sound a bit much for breakfast, but not for a young Marine who had just 

completed a long night shift on cold, lonely hill in Korea. You’ll find that 

amusing little tale in “I’ll Take a Dozen,” Story Twenty-one. 

        I climbed many hills in South Korea in the fourteen months I spent in  

that mountainous country, but the one I will remember most vividly is 

“Hill 443.” Story Twenty Two involves another steak dinner.  

         When President De Gaulle ordered all fighter wings in France to leave  

by January 1, 1960, “Lakenheath AFB,” England became the new home for 

the 48th Tactical Fighter Wing. “Charles” either had a very short memory,  

or an ego the size of the Eiffel Tower. Nevertheless, he would not be seeing  

the last of us. Story Twenty Three recalls one of those return visits. 

        A few months before leaving Lakenheath I had yet another brush with  
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fate—described in Story Twenty Four. It involved a rainy night in England,  

in which I was taught a valuable lesson in humility. I was also reminded  

of the good fortune I had of “Sharing the Same Sky” with the best of the  

best in my profession.  

        I served two tours in “Vietnam,” the first in 1964, as a Forward Air 

Controller/Air Liaison Officer for the 1st ARVN Regiment. Story Twenty Five 

recalls General Westmoreland’s visit to our camp in Quang Tri. Dressed in  

a neatly pressed field uniform, we watched him jump off the helicopter  

and strut into the compound as though he were marching in a parade. We 

were briefed to give him our name, rank and job title. When I did, a glazed  

look crossed his eyes and he quickly moved on to the next man in line. 

        On that first tour in Vietnam, I would get to see the country from the 

ground—much of that on field operations with the 1st ARVN Regiment. As  

a former Marine infantryman, who had also served in Korea, it had a familiar 

feel. Nonetheless, my biggest reason for volunteering for the assignment,  

was to learn what I could about a very unpopular war. Two months into my 

tour I reached the conclusion that, if we were not ready to get into the war 

with enough military force and the political will to win it decisively, then we 

should get out immediately. We did neither. 

        “The South China Sea,” Story Twenty Six,” recalls a harrowing brush with a 

huge thunderstorm cell, that I fully expected would rip the wing off my O1E (a   

Cessna 170, tail-wheel airplane), and send me plunging into the enraged sea 

below. 

        “Djerba,” a small sparsely inhabited island about a mile off the coast of 

Tunisia, gave birth to Story Twenty Seven, and the most frightening of all my 

“Close Calls.” For, it was not just my life that hung in the balance that day, but 

Ezdy’s, and four of our children. What should have been a joyous Fourth of July 

picnic in an idyllic setting turned into an unforgettable nightmare.  

        Story Twenty Eight is a tale that is both sad and uplifting. Sad, because it 
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involved the death of a fighter pilot and friend, Lt. Fahti Tera. He may have 

been the only man to lose his life during the revolution led by Army First 

Lieutenant Moammar Gaddafi. In a memorial service honoring him, “The 

Missing Man Formation” was flown—a first for Libya’s young Air Force. 

        Colonel Daniel “Chappie” James Jr. arrived in Libya just weeks before  

the Revolution and assumed the position of Deputy Wing Commander for  

the 7272nd Flying Training Wing. He would take the top spot a month later, 

after his boss was relieved of command for trying to smuggle a Jewish friend 

out of the country in an Air Force C-130 loaded with musical instruments.  

That little twist of fate may have changed the course of history regarding 

Libyan-American relations following Gaddafi’s takeover. The Evacuation of 

Wheelus Air Base,” is Story Twenty Nine. 

        A bond was formed between “Bashir” (Story Thirty) and I when we first 

met, and a mutual trust forged, upon which we both relied to do our jobs.  

That friendship grew stronger with every new challenge we faced; including 

one of the most consequential events in Libya’s history, the revolution of 

September 1, 1969. 

        Bashir flew back from Command and Staff School in the United States to 

join Gaddafi, only to be arrested at the airport and thrown into prison until he 

could be cleared of any connection to the corrupt Senussi regime. We did not 

see him again until he escaped Libya through the porous Tunisian border and 

made his way to Germany.         

        Story Thirty One, “Pancakes and New Beginnings.” In April, 1971—two 

months after Bashir returned to Libya—Ezdy, the kids, and I returned to  

the “States” to start a new life of our own. I was about to begin a one year 

unaccompanied assignment to South Korea, and we thought it best to resettle  

the family in Clovis, New Mexico while I was gone. A week after I left, Ezdy 

heard a knock our new front door and received the shock of her life. It was 

Bashir. He was on his way to the United Airlines Flight School in Denver, 
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Colorado and decided to take a detour through Clovis.         

        She was the Korean War’s “Tokyo Rose” and, like her WWII counterpart,  

a psy-war specialist. She would read us “Dear John” letters confiscated from 

prisoners of war, while playing the latest American hit tunes over a powerful 

sound system. What was supposed to demoralize us kept us alert. We also  

enjoyed the music. “The Dragon Lady Signs Off,” Story Thirty Two.   

        “The Spirit of the Samurai,” Story Thirty Three, still lives in the heart and 

mind of a true Japanese warrior I was honored to call to my friend and mentor. 

With the signing of the Korean Truce, I was able to take a short leave to Japan. 

My goal while there was to learn Judo. There were no schools in Kyoto, but  

the local Police had a team, and its Captain was not only a great instructor and 

champion, he was a proud, yet humble man who personified the Samurai spirit. 

That spirit, more than the throws and holds he taught me, is the true “art” in 

the martial arts.         

        Until I received a visit by two youngsters from South Korea, I thought that 

“The Spirit of the Samurai” would be my last story; yet, the book never felt 

“finished.” While we may have forgotten the Korean War, the people of Korea 

never did. To have representatives of the fourth generation of Koreans come 

half way around the world to thank me for something that happened sixty two 

years ago was a “gift” like none other I have ever received. I was never more 

proud of anything I had done in my military career. David and Sarah gave me 

the perfect ending story for my book, appropriately entitled, “The Unforgotten 

War.” 
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                                                      The Hits Kept Coming 

South Vietnam, October 1965 

        The sun hovered low in the western sky as three bomb-laden F-100’s from the 

429th Tactical Fighter Squadron—the iconic “Black Falcon” painted on their yellow-

banded tails—lifted off the runway of Bien Hoa Air Base, South Vietnam. Their 

assigned target was an enemy arms cache located one hundred and thirty miles 

north of Saigon. Minutes before they could get there, Paris Control—under orders 

from 7th Air Force—redirected them to a new target. A U.S. Army convoy had  

been ambushed by the Vietcong a few miles south of the outpost at Plei Mei  

and in imminent danger of being overrun. 
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        We were over the ambush site in less than ten minutes, but not before the sun 

slipped behind the mountains, leaving us over an unplanned target that was quickly 

going dark, with no flare ship to light it up, and no qualified Forward Air Controller. 

There was, however, an Army Artillery Officer on scene flying a spotter aircraft 

similar to that used by our FAC’s, and he knew a target when he saw one.  

        “Bulldog, this is Falcon, flight of three F-100’s carrying bombs, rockets, and 

20mm. What have you got for us?” 

        “Copy that, Falcon, glad you could join the party. We were on a resupply mission 

to Plei Mei when the Vietcong hit us just as we were passing through a sharp bend in 

the road. They split the convoy in half, making it all but impossible for our guys to 

establish an effective defense…one of the slickest ambushes I’ve ever seen, I’ll give 

them that. But, we’re out-gunned and on the verge of being overrun. It’s also getting 

dark and we have no flare ship. What’s more, I’m not a qualified FAC. I don’t even 

have smoke rockets to mark the goddamned targets!  Do you still want to do this?” 

        “Are you kidding? This is what we live for. It beats the hell out of what we were 

about to do with our “stuff.” Just tell us where you want it, Bulldog…we’ll do the 

rest.”         
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        “You’re on, Falcon. Do you see the tracers pouring in from both sides of the 

road?”  

        “Hard to miss in the dark.” 

        “The automatic weapons keeping our troops pinned down are on the other end. 

Take them out first.” 

        “Our pleasure Bulldog. Falcon, set switches for bombs. Lead has the west gun, 

Two and Three take the two east of the road.” 

 

                       

                                        429th TFS F-100 over target area in South Vietnam. 1965 

 

         Each of us dropped two 750 pound bombs on the first pass, destroying all three 

enemy positions. But “Charlie” wasn’t done…not even discouraged. Three more guns 

opened fire on the convoy. At least one of them came from the same location we had 

just hit. Apparently our bombs killed the shooters, but not the gun. It was quickly 

taken over by another crew. “Falcon, let’s try this again. Arm for rockets.” 

        Given the 2.75inch Folding Fin Aerial Rocket’s (FFAR) greater accuracy, we took 

out the second set of automatic weapons, expending only one of our pods. The lethal 

saturation coverage of nineteen high-explosive warheads ensured that, even if the 
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gun itself survived, it would take some time before a replacement crew could be 

formed. 

        Bulldog then directed our attack to the enemy force that had our troops under 

fire from both sides of the road. We hit them with our remaining rockets, then with 

20mm cannons. Pulling off my first strafing pass, I saw tracer rounds from anti-

aircraft artillery tracking Falcon Two as he completed his run. Bulldog also saw it. 

“Falcon, we’ve got AAA located just west of the bend in the road.” 

        “Roger that. Two and Three hold east of the convoy. I’ve got this. When the 

tracers stop, jump back in.” 

        Falcon Three questioned the wisdom of my plan. “You can’t knock out ‘Triple-A’ 

with twenty mil.” 

        “I know, but I can kill the crew and buy us some time; enough, maybe, for the  

next flight to get here before we run out gas.” 

        I climbed to an altitude that would allow me to attack at a steeper angle. It 

would give me a better look at the target and a few seconds more firing time. The 

gunners must have been expecting me, because they had my aircraft bracketed with 

120mm high-explosive cannon shells before I completed my roll-in. But, I was already 

committed to the attack, and found myself staring straight down the muzzle of their 

gun—fascinated by the strangely beautiful light streaks that sailed by my canopy in 

apparent slow motion. It felt as though time had been suspended. I had experienced 

the euphoria of being “in the zone” before, but that evening the concept was raised 

to a whole new level.  

        Ironically, the tracer rounds they were using to adjust their fire made it easier  

for me to home in on their position. Aiming through the lighted path they provided 

me, I fired a long burst from the F-100’s four cannons, showering the crew with 

20mm high-explosive shells at the rate of six thousand rounds a minute, permanently 

relieving them of their duty. I also did enough damage to the gun to keep it out of 

action long enough for the next group of “Huns” to get there and finish the job of 

forcing the “Cong” back into their jungle.         
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        We continued our strafing runs until we were well past bingo fuel to give our 

troops the “breathing room” they needed to reform the convoy.  

         “Bulldog…Falcon One, we’ve pushed our fuel as far as we can. We’ve got to 

head back.” 

        “Roger that. The other fighters are less than five minutes out and, with any  

luck, we’ll have a flare ship here as well. And Falcon…thanks! That was one hell of  

a demonstration of close air support…never seen anything like it, even under ideal 

conditions. You guys did it in poor visibility over mountainous terrain without target 

illumination, not to mention an unqualified Forward Air Controller. You saved a lot  

of good men today.” 

        “Our pleasure Bulldog. This is the kind of mission every fighter pilot wants to  

be a part of. As for your qualification as a Forward Air Controller, I’ve never worked 

with a better one.”  

        “Thanks Falcon…safe return.” 

        “Same to you. Falcon, Lead’s off right. Let’s go home.” 

        I completed a climbing turn to the south as Two and Three joined in close 

fingertip formation—checking me, and each other for battle damage and hung 

ordinance before positioning themselves on my wing.  

        “Lead, this is Three, we’re clean…so are you.” 

        “Roger that. Check all armament switches safe and say fuel.” 

        “Two has 1350 pounds remaining.” 

        “Three has 1450.” 

        “Roger that. Lead has 1500.” 

        That should be enough to get us home, I thought. Then, I saw it…a line of 

thunderstorms about thirty miles in front of us, stretching across our flight path 

as far as the eye could see. I estimated the tops to be over forty-five thousand  

feet. We were level at twenty-five, and could not climb over them without burning 

up the little remaining fuel we had. Going around was out of the question.  
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        “Falcon, stay close, we have no other option but to go through this monster. If 

you lose sight of me, get on your instruments and turn ten degrees away from my 

heading. Hold that heading for four seconds, then turn back to parallel the original 

course. We’ll rejoin in the clear on the other side.” 

        “Sounds like a plan, Lead,” Three quipped. “Think they’ll extend ‘happy hour’ for 

us at the club?” 

        “Let’s get back and find out, Sammy.” 

        Our last two casual transmissions may not have been exactly as I remember 

them here, but they are not unlike the kind of nervous banter that fighter pilots 

resort to in a tight situation. An old fighter pilot (he was a few years older than me) 

gave me this bit of sage advice early in my career: “If you’re going to die, there’s no 

sense dying all tensed up.” He had a wily grin on his face when he imparted those 

words of wisdom to me and I assumed he was just kidding. Since then, however, 

there have been more than a few occasions when I called on that bit of philosophical 

wit to carry me through a difficult situation and, oddly enough, it worked. 

        I saw a slight break in the cumulonimbus giants that were about to swallow us 

whole. “Falcon, I see a sliver of light coming through the clouds at 11 o’clock. It’s not 

much, but it’s all we got.”         

        “Falcon Three has it. It’s worth a shot, Lead.”                        

        “Exactly what I was thinking.” As we got closer, the small sliver appeared to be 

expanding—enough, as it turned out, for all three Super Sabres to fly through in a 

loose “fingertip” formation. We managed to hold the flight together in the severe 

turbulence, but a dazzling 360 degree display of lightning discharges turned the night 

into day, while playing havoc with our night vision. However, the weather was 

relatively clear on the other side of the storm cell, and we would have more than 

enough time to recoup full night vision. Still, it was a dark, moonless night and we 
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were a hundred miles from home. I switched us over to Paris Control.  

 

                      

                              "Black Falcon” F-100’s returning to Bien Hoa Air Base,  

                                 South Vietnam. 1965. 

 

        “Paris, this is Falcon, how do you read?” 

        “Loud and clear Falcon…squawk ident.” 

        “Falcon squawking.” 

        “Copy. We have you ninety-seven miles northeast of Bien Hoa. The field is VFR 

(Visual Flight Rules), with five miles visibility and thin scattered clouds at three 

thousand feet…altimeter 3-0.3-2.” 

        “Roger, altimeter 3-0.3-2. Be advised Paris, we’re approaching emergency fuel.  

My number two man is practically there. Request direct vector to Bien Hoa with a 

handoff to GCA (Ground Controlled Approach) and clearance to begin a route 

descent.” 

        “You’re cleared to 2500 feet. Call leaving Flight Level 2-5-0. We’ll hand you off  

to Bien Hoa GCA fifteen miles out.” 

        I eased the throttle back to eighty percent rpm and started a gradual descent, 

leaving the speed brake up to conserve fuel. “Falcon Flight, reduce power to eighty 
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percent.”  

        “Two, copy.” 

        “Three.” 

        They remained in loose fingertip formation. My plan was to have Falcon Two 

make the first approach, since he was lowest on fuel. Three and I would then take 

separation on him for a formation approach and landing. That was the plan, until  

I received a call from Paris minutes prior to our handoff to Bien Hoa. 

        “Falcon, this is Paris, we have a problem.” 

        “We do?” 

        “Bien Hoa has lost all power to its runway lights.” 

        “Are you kidding me…no runway lights?” Jesus, what next?  

        “Afraid not. Flare pots have been set up on the first third of runway. They’re 

doing what they can to get more in place, but it’s not likely to improve much before 

you arrive. Other pilots have reported difficulty in seeing the runway more than a 

mile out.” 

        “Copy that, Paris. That pretty much changes our game plan.” 

        “Say again.” 

        “I’ll tell you about it later over a cold beer at the club.” What I didn’t have time  

to explain to Paris, was that all three of us were approaching emergency fuel and 

may have only one shot at a safe recovery. And now, I couldn’t risk splitting up the 

flight on the chance that Two and Three—who had been staring at my wing-tip lights 

for the last half hour—could safely make the transition to instruments and land on  

a nearly invisible runway. No, we’ll do this together. 

        If the flare pots couldn’t be seen until we were practically over them, then we 

would stay on top of them by flying a “360 Degree Overhead”—the standard fighter 

landing pattern under VFR weather conditions. GCA could align us with the runway 

and bring us in close enough to visually acquire the flares. I called for a fuel check.  

        “Falcon Two…550.” 

        “Three…650.” 
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        “Roger that, Lead has 700. Given our fuel and the runway lighting conditions we 

can’t risk individual GCA approach and landings. Instead, radar will line us up with the 

runway for a “360 Overhead.” It’s our best option. Make it good.”  

        “Falcon One, this is Three, remind me not fly with you again.” 

        “I knew it wouldn’t last.” 

        “What?” 

        “The honeymoon.” 

        Paris Control interrupted our gallows humor. “Falcon, this is Paris, we have you 

at 15 miles, descending through 5000 feet. You’re cleared to Bien Hoa GCA. I’m 

looking forward to that cold beer.” 

        “So am I, Paris…thanks.” 

        I switched the flight over to GCA frequency. “Bien Hoa, Falcon here, how do you 

read?” 

        “Loud and clear, Falcon. We have a good ‘paint’ thirteen miles east of Bien Hoa  

at three thousand feet.”  

        “Roger, request vector to initial for a ‘360 Overhead Approach’ with full stop 

landings. We’re below emergency fuel and can’t afford a miss.” 

        “Copy that. Crash Crew has been alerted. Continue descent to 1500 feet. Call 

reaching.” 

        “Will do. Falcon flight go echelon right and tighten it up.” I leveled off, just as 

Three completed his cross-under to join on Two’s right wing. “Falcon, level at 1500.” 

        “Roger Falcon, we have you at two miles on the runway centerline. Cleared  

to Bien Hoa Tower.” 

        “Falcon, go Channel Two.” When Two and Three checked-in I made my call: 

“Tower, Falcon on a two mile initial. Request full stop landings for three thirsty  

F-100’s.”  

        “Roger that Falcon, cleared as requested. Call the break.” 

        “Falcon, I’ve got a visual on the flare pots. Take three seconds in the break and 

roll out on downwind just outside my jet wash. Two, keep me in sight until you start 
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your turn to final. Three, do the same off of Two. Say fuel.”  

        “Two, copy. I’m reading 400 pounds.” 

        “Three…under 500.” 

        “Roger that, Lead has five. Make this one good, gents. Tower, Falcon is in the 

break.” 

 

                       

                                                                                   Lead In the break 

 

        “In sight, Falcon…cleared full stop landings. Call turning base with gear and flaps 

down.” 

        The flare pots were barely visible from about a mile out, but provided the 

“marker” we needed to keep us oriented in the overhead pattern until we rolled  

out on final. Then, as we crossed the runway threshold, our aircraft landing lights 

provided all the illumination we needed. The three of us landed on the first attempt 

with good drag chutes; which were jettisoned when we cleared the runway and 

pulled into the de-arming area. Maintenance and armament personnel checked us 

over, disarmed the guns, and installed all safety pins before giving us a “thumbs up” 

to taxi.  
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        Back in the parking area, Brackenbury, my Crew Chief, reinstalled the chocks and 

climbed up the ladder to hand me a cold beer before I could get out of the cockpit. 

That same scene was played out with two other Falcons. The word had gotten back 

to our Crew Chiefs before we landed. I think they were happy to see us.  

 

                     

                            Reinforced revetment area, Bien Hoa Air Base, South Vietnam. 1965. 

 

        The Bomb-Damage Assessment Report—as debriefed by Intelligence—confirmed 

that we did, indeed, get to the ambush site in time to inflict enough damage to force 

the Vietcong to momentarily pull back. This gave our Army friends the time they 

needed to rejoin the convoy and get back on the road. Although still under heavy 

small arms fire, they made it into Plei Mei with minimum casualties.  

        “Bulldog,” the Army Lieutenant Colonel who directed our attack, noted his 

appreciation of our work in his After Action Report. As a result, we were awarded  

Distinguished Flying Crosses—an honor to be sure. Our real reward, however, was 

helping him and our guys on the ground fight their way out of a deadly ambush,  

not to mention getting back to Bien Hoa for that cold beer. 

        But, it was the Colonel’s skill and courage under fire that impressed me most.  
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He was flying a light, unarmed Cessna aircraft at 110 mph, a thousand feet above the 

thick of the action, and well within the lethal range of every Vietcong guerilla on the  

ground wielding an AK-47. Moreover, he stayed right in the middle of the “hot zone” 

for us, and the fighters that followed. No one was more deserving of a medal for the 

mission than he—as was every man in that convoy.  

        We had our beers that night, and we told our “war story” to every fighter pilot  

in the bar sober enough to listen. But we didn’t get too carried away with our instant 

celebrity, because we knew that the very next day we would be “strapping on” 

another airplane to do it all over again. 
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                                                                 DÉJÀ VU  

 

South Vietnam, November 1965 

        We sprung to our feet the second the alarm sounded, leaving Chess pieces 

tumbling in our wake as we burst through the trailer door into the hot jungle night.  

It felt as though we were leaping into a Swedish sauna. It would be even hotter  

where we were going. The stifling heat, and the need to leave the unnerving blare  

of the klaxon horn behind, no doubt inspired us to shave a few seconds off the fifty 

yard dash to our aircraft.  
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                                       Flight-line at Bien Hoa Air Base, early morning. South Vietnam, 1965. 

 

        I hit the second rung of the ladder from a dead run and scrambled into the 

cockpit. Before I was fully settled into the ejection seat, I pressed the engine start 

button and slipped into my parachute harness and seat belt. The starter cartridge 

exploded in a crescendo of noise and smoke, sending the RPM gage jumping off its 

peg. At ten percent, I moved the throttle “around the horn” into idle and set every 

switch in the cockpit, as the F-100’s powerful J-57 turbo-jet engine roared to life. I 

could feel its energy surging through the airframe and me—joining man and machine. 

        On my Crew Chief’s signal, I raised the speed brakes and lowered the flaps twenty 

degrees. My Crew Chief, Airman Brackenbury, then checked the flight control surfaces 

for proper movement as I moved the control stick from one side of the cockpit to the 

other, and kicked in full right, then left rudder. That done, he pulled the gear pins and 

chocks and gave me a “thumbs up.”  
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                                   Cartridge start for two "Huns" on alert pad. Bien Hoa Air base,  

                                   South Vietnam. 1965 

 

        Glancing over at my wingman, I saw his Crew Chief doing the same. He had kept  

up with me every step of the way. 1/Lt. Arthur Cornelius—a U.S. Air Force Academy 

graduate—was new to the theater, and had only recently gone through F-100D 

combat training at Cannon AFB, New Mexico before being assigned to the 429th. He 

completed his daytime mission orientation requirements shortly after his arrival  

in Vietnam. This would be his first night sortie, and it would be one to remember.  

Art is going to be okay, I thought, as I switched us over to tower frequency.  

        “Falcon, check in.” 

        “Falcon Two on…ready to roll,” came the crisp reply.  

        “Roger, Two. Go tower freq.” 

        “Tower…Falcon, scramble two F-100’s.” 

        “Roger, Falcon, you’re cleared immediate takeoff, runway 27…winds 250 

degrees at 10 knots. Turn left after takeoff, heading 1-8-0 degrees, and climb to 

10,000 feet.”  

        Minutes later. “Paris…Falcon level at 10,000.” 
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        “Roger, Falcon, we have you on scope…cleared on course.” 

        Five minutes out from the target area, Paris handed us off to the Army observer 

pilot providing air surveillance for a Special Forces convoy heading to its Delta base 

camp, located about 20 kilometers southeast of Can Tho. Like his counterpart in Plei 

Mei, he was also flying a Cessna L-19, with no smoke rockets to mark the target. Once 

again I found myself, rushing to the aid of an Army Special Forces convoy at night, 

without benefit of flare illumination, or a qualified Forward Air Controller. This time, 

however, it was in the Delta region of South Vietnam, the Mekong River’s outlet to  

the South China Sea.         

        “Pathfinder, this is Falcon, flight of two F-100’s, how do you read?” 

        “You’re loud and clear, Falcon. Say position and armament.” 

        “We’re five minutes out, carrying bombs, rockets, and 20mm. Will that help?”  

        “Are you kidding? My boys are under heavy fire, and fighting for their lives. We 

need you to level the playing field for us, but we have two problems.” 

        “What’s that?” 

        “We have no flare ship, or Forward Air Controller.” 
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        Déjà vu all over again, I thought, recalling one of Yogi Berra’s (a colorful catcher 

from the New York Yankees of the nineteen fifties) philosophical musings. This time, 

however, a full moon hung in a relatively cloudless sky, its brightness magnified by a 

wet Delta marsh. Acquiring and attacking the targets on level terrain would not pose 

the same problem we faced in the northern highlands. “Just tell us where you want it, 

Pathfinder.” 

        “Falcon, the automatic weapons fire coming from both sides of the road is our 

immediate and most dangerous threat. Take them out first.” 

        Tracers from the enemy’s heavy automatic weapons pin-pointed their location  

for us, as though some giant hand was mapping out the battlefield on an immense 

blackboard in real time. Their fire lanes perfectly positioned, the Vietcong had our 

troops pinned down in a deadly crossfire.  

        “Will do. Falcon Two, set switches for bombs. Take the gun north of the road.  

I’ve got the other one.” 

        “Falcon Two, copy.” 

        We were each carrying two 750 pound bombs, one on each wing. Putting them 

within a hundred feet of the target would be enough to kill, or incapacitate the 

gunners, if not disable the gun. Squadron policy dictated that we drop bombs in pairs 

to avoid potential control problems during recovery with an asymmetrical wing load—

a problem made even more difficult at night.  

        However, it didn’t take the Vietcong long to figure out our tactics. Thus, for their 

high value targets, such the Plei Mei resupply convoy, they learned not to reveal the 

location of their AAA (Anti-Aircraft Artillery) until we expended our 750’s. I made a 

mental note of it as I flew through their tracers that night—not a sound tactic if one 

wants to live to be an old pilot. How I managed to fly through an intense barrage of 

high explosive “Triple A” shells without incurring scratch on me or my airplane is 

something I am still trying to fathom. Nonetheless, the troops at Plei Mei—just like 

those we were redirected to that night—were on the verge of being overrun. Killing 

the gun crew bought them the time they needed to avoid that ugly fate.    
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        But, this was Cornelius’ first night mission, and I briefed him to drop both bombs 

on the first run. I, however, I was not going to make the same mistake twice. Thus, 

when they revealed their Triple-A position, my “saved” bomb sent gun and crew into 

an early retirement. With their big gun neutralized they had no defense against two 

fire-breathing “Super Sabres” intent on doing them serious bodily harm. We blasted 

them first with our rockets (the F-100 carries two pods, each loaded with nineteen 

2.75 inch FFAR (Folding Fin Aerial Rockets), then rained down a relentless barrage of 

20mm high explosive cannon shells. Before expending our last round, the guerillas 

were not nearly as enthusiastic about pressing the attack. Without their automatic 

weapons in play, they were no match for even a wounded cadre of the Army’s best 

warriors. You don’t want to piss off a “Green Beret” on a level playing field. 

        The “Cong” were never able to mount a credible second offensive, giving the U.S. 

Ground Commander the time he needed to reform the convoy and move out of the 

killing zone. They—like their Two Corps counter-parts—made it safely back to their 

base camp with minimum casualties.  

        “Falcon, this is Pathfinder, thanks. You just pulled our bacon out of the fire, and  

we won’t forget it. That was the best damned close air support I’ve ever seen without 

the benefit of flares.” 

        “Couldn’t have done it without your help, Pathfinder. A full moon, the wet Delta 

terrain, and your direction was all we needed to get the job done.” 

        “Thanks, Falcon. We’ll be tossing a few back for you tonight.” 

        “You do that. Let’s go home Two.” 

        “Roger, Lead…on your wing.” Checking me over, he added: “You’re clean,” then 

briefly rolled right to show me the underside of his aircraft. 

        “So are you.”         

        The flight back to Bien Hoa, and our landing, was routine—unlike Plei Mei, in 

which we had to fly through a wall of thunderstorms and land on a practically invisible 

runway with little more than fumes in our tanks. That night, however, we could at 

least celebrate our good fortune over a few cold beers at the club. This time, our 
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aircraft would be reloaded and a now, “night-seasoned” Lt. Cornelius and I would  

go back to the trailer to pick up the chess pieces for another game. 
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                                                                  Brackenbury 

 

        During my tour in Vietnam with the 429th “Black Falcon” Squadron I never, in the 

one hundred missions I was tasked to fly, had to abort a flight due to maintenance 

issues. That averaged out to one mission a day for every day I spent in-country…one 

hundred missions in one hundred days. Such a uniquely successful combat record could 

have never been achieved without the help of one of the best Crew Chiefs that ever 

put a wrench to an F-100, A1C (Airman First Class) Brackenbury. Clearly, neither one  

of us could get the job done without the other. We were equal partners in that effort; 

which why I insisted he omit rank when he painted our names on the side of 618, our 

airplane.     
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                                        Before painting our names on the airplane I instructed Brackenbury  

                                        to leave off rank. His job was as critical as mine and deserved equal  

                                        billing. 

                        

        “Brack” was barely twenty years old, and Vietnam was his first war, but I had 

never met anyone—in the Marines, or in the Air Force—that worked harder, or was 

more dedicated to the mission than he. He looked to me as he would an older brother,  

and I was honored to fill that role. I believe it was that special bond we shared, that 

enabled us to achieve the combat record we did. He logged many long, tiring hours in 

that effort—more than a few of them were attributable to some of my “Close Calls.” 

        One day, as he was directing me into our parking spot Brackenbury noticed the 

sheet metal damage to the underside of the nose section of 618. He chocked the 

wheels, hooked the ladder onto the cockpit rail, and climbed up. Taking my helmet  

and clipboard, he casually asked, “Get a little low, sir?” 

        “What do you mean, Brack?” 

        “I noticed the damage to the nose section as you pulled in…looks like straw stuck 

in the sheet metal.” 

        “Really? Let’s take a look.” I got out of the cockpit and followed him to the front  
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of the airplane. “Well, I’ll be damned, I never felt a thing.” I said. “Guess I got a little 

lower than I should have on one of my strafing passes and clipped somebody’s  

“hootch.” 

         “Yes sir, kinda looks that way. But don’t worry, I’ll get the sheet metal guys on  

it right away. We’ll take care of everything. You don’t even need to write it up.”  

        Take care of it he did. The next day, when I went out to our airplane, the nose  

of 618 was as good as new. That incident, by the way, would not be my only close 

encounter with a thatched roof in Vietnam.  

 

                        

                                                      "Brack," checking the maintenance Form 1 for #618. 

 

        Returning from another mission I made a casual comment to him about needing 

two more rear view mirrors. “You know, ‘Brack,’ it would really be nice if I had two 

more mirrors to give me a better view of my “six o’clock.” 

        He didn’t say much in response, except to ask where I thought they should be 

mounted. “Just about midway down the side of the canopy bow,” I suggested. 

        The following morning, I was greeted with the usual snappy salute and “Good 
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morning, sir.” But I noticed something different in his tone, and his smile was more  

like a “shit-eating grin.”  

        Although every pilot is required to perform an aircraft preflight inspection before 

climbing into the cockpit, I wanted Brackenbury to know that he had my full trust and 

confidence, and I would often demonstrate that trust by simply asking him if our 

airplane was ready. His yes was all the assurance I needed. I would then check the 

weapons and pull the safety pins before climbing into the cockpit and “firing up”  

the big Pratt and Whitney jet engine. That morning, after settling into my seat, I 

reached up to adjust my rear view mirror, and there they were…two new mirrors, 

mounted exactly where I wanted them.  

 

                        

                                                  A1C Brackenbury, Bien Hoa Air Base, South Vietnam. 1965 

 

        I glanced over at “Brack,” who had been watching me the whole time. He was  

grinning from ear to ear. I gave him a big thumbs up, then signaled him to pull the 

chocks. He did, and I was off and rolling again on mission, number…  
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                         Taxiing out for another go. Bien Hoa Air Base, Vietnam. 1965 

 

        I never asked him where he got the mirrors.  

 

                                                     A Personal Comment         

        Not many missions flown in Vietnam were as gratifying as the two described in 

Chapters One and Two; missions in which close air support actually saved the lives  

of our soldiers. Most were of the interdiction kind, in which the target might be a 

suspected enemy troop concentration, an arms cache, a bridge…good targets, but  

all too routine. On very few of them did we have to confront anyone shooting back  

at us with anything more than small arms fire from AK-47’s (Russian made automatic 

rifle). They were relatively uneventful when compared to night close air support.  

Nonetheless, those missions did serve a necessary and useful purpose in the war. 

        There was, however, one mission we were tasked to fly that, frankly speaking, 

pissed me off. We were ordered to fly a full-fledged fire power demonstration in  

the middle of a war, so that General Westmoreland, the Commander of military 

operations in Vietnam, could prove to his South Vietnamese counterpart, that U.S.  

Air Force fighter jets were capable of providing close air support without endangering 

his troops.  
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        Thus, after almost ten months of USAF jet-fighter operations in Vietnam, flying 

every type of mission in the book, including close air support, we were now asked to 

demonstrate that we could do what we had already been doing on a daily basis for  

almost year. The General may have seen it as a necessary diplomatic exercise. I  

saw it as a colossal waste of time, manpower, and weapons. 
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                                     The Forgotten War 

Korea, 1953-54: 2nd Platoon, Able Company, 1st Battalion, 7th Marine Regiment, 1st Marine 

Division.  

        It was late June of 1953 when I boarded a Merchant Marine troop ship in San Diego, 

California with a thousand other Marines to join the fight in Korea.  
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                                                       McBurney, Tomasino, Lohr, and Teschimber at 
                                                       a mock bar in a Penny Arcade in San Diego, CA  
                                                       shortly before shipping out to Korea. June 1953. 

 

 

        One of the highlights of that long voyage was the crossing of the Equator about 

half way into our trip. “I Crossed the Equator” cards were issued to mark the date.  

It was my first time at sea, and another unforgettable adventure. The Pacific Ocean 

looked much like her Atlantic cousin—which I had seen from the beaches of Long 

Island, where I spent much of my youth during the summer—huge swells, white 

capped waves, and a dark greenish blue.  

        One day—perhaps, at the same time we crossed the Equator—she showed me  

a face I had never seen before. She was calm, eerily calm, with not a ripple to mar her 

smooth undulating surface. Her color changed to a brilliant purple, so transparent it 

seemed as though I could see to the ocean floor from the bow of the ship. 

        Ironically, that unreal picture of serenity was revealed to me as we were about  

to enter a combat environment that would dispel any notions of peace. On the return 

trip, however, I would gaze upon yet another face of the mighty Pacific. We were hit 

by a typhoon the Captain described as the worst he had encountered in his forty years 

at sea. The previously benign “lady” morphed into a churning black and white mass of 

incensed seawater to become our new enemy. She threatened to overturn our ship 

with every giant wave that washed over the bow. 

        Five days after crossing the Equator we docked in Kobe, Japan for refueling. It  

was late in the evening, and we were scheduled to leave port early the next morning. 

Shore leave was not granted to anyone. That night, as I leaned against the ship’s 

railing, contemplating the war I would soon be facing, I witnessed some unusual 

activity on the dock. Through the open doors of one of the warehouses, two men  

were practicing judo throws, slamming each other onto the hard concrete floor.  

Yet, neither one was hurt, or even shaken by the falls. Impressed with their skill  
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and physical toughness, I made a mental note to learn more about the martial arts. 

        The following day, July 2nd, we docked in Sasebo, Japan and given shore leave. 

Picture a thousand Marines let loose on a small Japanese town after being stuffed  

in the hull of a troop ship for two weeks. If the people of Sasebo had not seen it so 

many times before, they might have thought they were being invaded.   

         “Stuffed” is not an overstated description of life “below decks” on a troop ship. 

We slept in suspended canvas bunks stacked about four deep, with about six inches  

of nose room between you and the guy above. The aisle between the bunks was so 

narrow, that if two guys on opposite sides of the walking-space got out of their bunks  

at the same time they would have to get married. It was tight down there, but not  

so tight that some enterprising Marines couldn’t find enough room for a poker game; 

which made walking even more of a problem than it already was. So you can see why, 

after two weeks at sea with a thousand other sweaty Marines in close confinement, 

we were more than ready for a little “Shore Leave.”          

        Naturally, we all headed for the nearest bar or night club for a beer and some 

entertainment. While sitting there enjoying a soda (I didn’t drink beer then) a young 

Japanese girl came up to our table and asked if we would like to have our portraits 

drawn. I thought it would make a nice memento and had her draw mine. I also saw 

that she needed the few dollars she was asking more than I did. Japan had barely 

started to recover from the devastation of the Second World War, which ended only 

eight years before our arrival. The little money she earned plying her artistic talents 

would help feed her family.  
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                                                             Drawing done by, Toshi Honage, Sasebo, Japan,  

                                                             I was nineteen on my way to Korea, my first war.  

                                                             July 2, 1953 

 

        Her simple pencil drawing of me, particularly the look in my eyes, captured who  

I was at that stage in my life with more truth than a photograph. Somehow, the 

picture managed to survive the war, a fourteen month tour in Korea, and many more 

assignments over a twenty five year military career. Sixty years later, it found its final 

resting place on the wall of my office.                                     

        Our ship dropped anchor just outside of Incheon Harbor late in the evening of 

July 3, 1953. We stayed aboard that night. The next morning, on the 4th of July, we 

“landed.”  “Landed” is in quotes, because we got off the ship the same way Marines 

did it when they stormed the beaches of Wake Island, Tarawa, Iwo Jima, and other 

South Pacific islands during WWII. Inchon had no deep water ports at the time and 

because of its extreme tidal flows, big ships had to anchor miles off shore. Thus, we 

would land at Incheon Harbor in LSTs (Landing Ship Troop).  
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        That meant climbing down a cargo net slung over the starboard side of the ship 

and into a landing craft being tossed around by a choppy sea. That last step was a 

tricky one. Add to that picture, a steel helmeted Marine carrying a full field pack,  

an M-1 rifle, ammo, web belt, etc., and you begin to see the precariousness of the 

exercise. On the other hand we didn’t have to contend with the bombs, rockets and 

bullets that our predecessors did in WWII. 

        It was hot, very hot, but because of the limited availability of LSTs they packed us 

in like sardines. We stood shoulder to shoulder, face to backpack, as our landing craft 

slowly made its way to the shore. “If any of us should pass out,” I said to the guy next 

to me, “he’d have to do it standing up.” I was wrong. One Marine did pass out from 

the suffocating heat, but we managed to make enough room for him to lie down. He 

was quickly revived with a little water. 

        I’m sure, that every landing the Marines made on those bloody beaches in the 

South Pacific was forever etched into the minds of those who survived. Although our 

peaceful invasion paled by comparison, it was one Independence Day I will never 

forget.  

        Once ashore, they loaded us onto “Six-Bys” (two and half ton trucks with three 

sets of wheels). Each could carry about sixteen Marines with full field packs—twenty, 

if four sat on the steel floor between the wooden side benches. I was the last one to 

climb onto the canvas canopied truck bed; naively thinking that sitting at the tail end 

would not only give me more room, but a better view of the countryside. While  

I was right about the view, the roads just outside of Incheon were unpaved and, by  

the time we arrived in base-camp, I was covered in a thick layer of dust from head  

to toe. My green fatigues, not to mention my face, hands, and rifle had been 

transformed into a desert tan. I spent the next two days cleaning my rifle, field 

equipment, and me, as I was going through in-country orientation.  
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                                             Vito Tomasino 1st Squad Leader, 2nd Platoon, Able Company,  
                                             1st Battalion, 7th Marine Regiment, 1st Marine Division. 1953 
 

        On day three we were issued additional live ammunition and “Flak Jackets,” and 

loaded back on the trucks that would carry us to the front lines. I made sure I got a 

seat closer to the front of the “bus.”  

        The first thing I noticed, when we jumped off the “Six-by” and climbed the hill to 

our fighting positions, was how quiet it was. We were not under fire, no bombs, or 

mortar rounds were raining down on us. Artillery shells whistled overhead, but most of 

those were outgoing. Yet, no more than a mile to our right, on hills “Berlin” and “East 

Berlin,” an intense battle was being waged to determine whether the 5th Marine 

Regiment, or the Chinese People’s Army would lay final claim to that strategic high 

ground. Their fight included everything from close air support to hand to hand combat, 

and continued through the night into the following day.  

        From our position, it looked like a Fourth of July fireworks display. It was not. I 

watched helplessly, knowing that Marines were dying on those bloody hills, while all  

I could do was bear witness to the imagined carnage from the relative safety of my 

“foxhole.” I might just as well have been watching a newsreel in a dark movie theater.  

“What kind of a war is this?” I asked myself.  

        The Fifth Marines took “Berlin” and “East Berlin” back from the Chinese and held 
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them until the truce was signed, but at a terrible cost in human lives. Less than one 

day “on the job,” and I had more questions about war than I would ever have answers. 

Years after the fighting ceased in Korea, and I would go on to fight other wars—both 

hot and cold—and be no closer to finding an answer.  

        When we stepped off the ship in San Francisco, more than a year later, there was 

no one there to greet us, no ticker tape parades…no pretty girls waving tiny American 

flags. World War II was still an unpleasant memory for most Americans; particularly  

for those who lost loved ones. The Korean War, on the other hand, was no more than 

a “police action” in the eyes of President Truman—notwithstanding the ultimate 

sacrifice of more than 33,000 American lives. Indeed, less than a decade after our 

return, it would be all but forgotten.  

        But, we were Marines. We knew that what we had done for the people of Korea 

was good, and it was enough. We took one last look at the ship that brought us home, 

threw our duffle bags over our left shoulders and boarded the military bus that would 

take us to Treasure Island for processing into the “real world.” 
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                                          Steak and Mortars 

 

        It stood out like a sore thumb, with nothing but open level terrain between us—an 

inviting target to say the least. A week before the Korean Truce was signed (July 27, 

1953), Marine cooks set up a mess tent on the forward side of a hill about thousand 

yards behind our front lines, then passed the word that they would be serving steak 

dinners with all the trimmings that afternoon. All we had to do to get one was walk 

those thousand yards in full view of hundreds of Chinese sharpshooters. What the 

heck, it had been relatively quiet in our sector, and after a week of eating nothing but 

cold World War II “C” rations out of a can, it was an offer too tempting to pass up. 

Besides, we were Marines, nineteen years old, and invincible. 

        By the time we got half way across that big open field we could smell the steaks. 
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We hurried our pace. In the mess tent, I fell in line with about thirty other hungry 

“Jarheads,” and watched, almost in disbelief, as a big juicy steak was put on my tray, 

followed by French fries, vegetables, hot rolls, and desert. A big glass of reconstituted 

milk, or a canteen cup full of coffee would wash it all down. We carried those beautiful 

steaks to an empty table and sat down, ready to eat what we thought would be the 

best meal of our lives. It damn near was.         

        Before I could take a bite of my steak, our Chinese “friends” (At that stage in the 

war there were far more Chinese confronting us than North Koreans) started to lob in 

82mm high-explosive mortar rounds. They make a distinctive whistling sound just 

before they hit. When the first two or three exploded within fifty yards of the tent 

everyone dropped their knives and forks and bailed out; everyone, that is, except me 

and one other hungry Marine. We obviously shared the same reasoning. 

        There was no cover outside, just open field, where we would be more exposed. 

Why run out to where the mortar rounds were landing? The logical thing to do, we 

thought, would be to stay put and finish our meal. If we are going to die, it may as well 

be on a full stomach. The in-coming stopped after a half a dozen or so rounds had 

landed; shortly after they thought the last of us had dropped our forks. A few of the 

shells were duds, and none hit close enough to do any serious damage.   

        Thinking about it later, I concluded that the Chinese weren’t really trying to hit the 

mess tent; that, given the ongoing peace talks, they were probably under orders not to 

do anything to jeopardize the signing of the truce. I reasoned, that it was more likely 

they just wanted to let us know they were still around; jealous, perhaps, of the hot 
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meal we were enjoying. Maybe they could even smell the steaks sizzling on the grill. 

I’m sure they saw the mess tent as it was being assembled and already had their 

mortars zeroed in—puzzled as to why we set it up in plain sight, well within their 

range. It may have appeared as though we were thumbing our noses at them. Can  

you blame them for being a bit upset? The steak wasn’t the best one I ever had, but  

it was certainly the most memorable, and almost my last. 

        Even the Marine cooks got the message that day. They quickly dismantled the 

Mess Tent and reassembled it behind the hill, out of sight of enemy artillery/mortar 

spotters—where it should have been in the first place. A few days later they invited us 

back for another steak. Most of the guys took a pass, but some of us gave it another 

go. We walked across “no man’s land” in small groups of four to six men, staying low 

and well spread out as we made our way to the base of the hill. As we approached the 

trench-line cut into its side, I swore I heard my old Drill Instructor at Paris Island 

whispering in my ear: “Don’t bunch up or one f---king grenade will get you all!” By 

staying low in the trench-line we kept out of the enemy’s line of sight until we got to 

the other side. Easy enough to do on an empty stomach, but something Marines are 

notoriously bad at. Coming back with full bellies, made it all but impossible.  

        We thought we were staying low, but apparently not low enough, when the 

Chinese lobbed in a few short rounds to get our attention. “Incoming” will do that  

every time. We ran the rest of the way down the hill, while they showered us with 

mortar shells that fell consistently short. We didn’t stop until we reached the base of 

the hill and then double-timed it across the open field to the relative safety of our 
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front line fighting positions. Curiously, the mortar fire stopped the moment we left  

the protective cover of the trench and ran into the open field, where we were most 

vulnerable. 

        Reflecting upon the incident sixty years later, I can speculate as to why none  

of the mortar rounds hit that big mess tent the first time, or found their way into the 

trench on our second steak run. If they were really serious about killing us, I reasoned, 

they would have used airburst-timed artillery shells instead of mortars with impact 

fusing. Had they done so, a lot of Marines would have died on both days. But, I don’t 

believe that was their intent. The Chinese were better gunners than that. Nonetheless, 

as nineteen year old Marines wondering if we would ever see our twentieth birthdays, 

we didn’t have the benefit of hindsight, nor the inclination to philosophically assess 

our plight. We just ran like hell. 
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                                                      The Kids 

 

        Even as a young Marine I realized I was not going to change the world, but I could 

make a positive contribution to that noble end, one child at a time. No matter what 

country in the world I happened to be in, and whatever the circumstances of my visit, 

the children were always there. They served to remind me that my ultimate 

responsibility was to them; to do what I could to provide a world they could live in 

without fear, or hunger; a world in which they could realize their fullest potential.  

        I am grateful to all of the children whose lives touched mine, particularly those 

caught up in a war they could not understand. The curious, sometimes frightened 

looks I saw in their innocent faces spoke to me in a very meaningful way. I will always 

be grateful to the U.S. Marines, and the United States Air Force, for making it possible 

for me to look into the eyes of so many wonderful children. They are the hope of the 

world. 

        After the truce was signed, ending the fighting in Korea, I had the opportunity to 

visit Seoul, the capital city. It was largely in ruins; with the exception of its Buddhist 
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Temples and other historic sites; which were left untouched by the bombs. Was there 

an unspoken agreement between the North and South? As we walked through the 

ruins of the city, led by the Company Chaplin, three young scantily-clad women waved 

and shouted to us from a second story window in a partially bombed out building. 

While they spoke no English, their gestures effectively conveyed the meaning of their 

words. I looked at the Padre, who was doing his best to keep a straight face. He picked 

up the pace a bit.  

        On a subsequent visit, I ran across a little boy and his older sister standing outside 

a Catholic Church—one left undamaged by the war. The image of that brave little girl 

holding her brother close to her side was etched in my memory. I will never forget her 

smile as she saluted me. The innocence and hopefulness I saw in her beautiful face—

despite the hardship and sorrow they must have endured during the war—brought 

home, for me, what the Korean War, any war, is really about…the kids!                                        

                                              

                                                        Sister and Brother in Seoul, Korea 1953 
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        I would later visit the convent of that same church. The Sisters who taught school for 

the local children greeted me cordially and invited me to watch the children (age 6 to 11) 

perform songs they had been rehearsing for a class play. They each bowed and smiled 

before singing their song; then bowed again and shook my hand. I had come prepared that 

day and gave each of them a chocolate bar, as I held their hand and thanked them. “Cam-

sam-ne-da,” I said, returning their bow. They stole my heart. Looking into their eager faces, 

I saw hope for the future; just as I did in the little girl and her brother in the photo above.  

        Eleven years later, I would have the opportunity to take another, very similar picture.  

I was assigned as the ALO/FAC (Air Liaison Officer/Forward Air Controller) to the First 

Regiment of the Vietnamese Army. A week later we were deployed to the field hunting 

down the Vietcong. But, they were very elusive and only surfaced when they believed  

they had the advantage. To find them we had to literally “beat the bushes.” This often 

required getting off the M113 (Armored Personnel Carrier to question the local natives.  

        On the way back to our transportation after one of those questioning sessions, I met  

a little boy sitting on the side of the road holding his baby brother. He looked to be about 

eight years old. I pointed to my camera. He smiled, and I took their picture with the M113 

and an ARVN soldier in the background. That photo put a poignant face on the war in 

Vietnam.  
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                                     Little boy and his baby brother. On field operation near Quang Tri,  

                                            South Vietnam 1964 

 

        The contrast between the innocence of these two children and the horrors of war 

was never more apparent to me than when I looked into their eyes. I gave them each  

a candy bar and thanked them for the picture. What I was most grateful for, however, 

was the renewed hope they had given me; that, as long as we can continue to bring 

new innocents into this world, we may one day outgrow our penchant to destroy it.  

        On our second field operation I would photograph a very special scene, one that  

I believe captures the very soul of the Vietnam War. It was that of a little girl standing 

in a rice paddy with a baby buffalo and its mother, cautiously peering at me from the 

other side of the barbed wire. The look on their faces was remarkably the same. I 

imagined them thinking: Who is this strange man, and what’s he doing in my rice 

paddy?  I was only a few feet from them when I took the picture; yet, felt as though  

we did indeed exist in two different worlds—the fence a metaphorical divide.  
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                         Little girl with buffalo calf and its mother, curious about the stranger  

                              on the other side of the wire fence. Quang Tri, Vietnam 1964 

 

         

        No matter where I traveled—Korea, Vietnam, France, England, Libya, Germany,  

Saudi Arabia, and others, or what it was I was sent there to do, the children were 

always there to greet me. They helped me keep things in perspective and inspired  

me to do what I could to leave them a better world.                                                  
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                                                                  Bien Hoa Air Base, South Vietnam 1965 

 

        When the 429th Squadron got back from Vietnam in December 1965, it was early 

in the war and, although our involvement in it was already being debated, we were 

greeted like returning heroes in Clovis, New Mexico—a small conservative cattle town 

in the Texas Panhandle. They gave us a big welcome home ceremony on the flight-line, 

which was attended by half of the people in town.  

        The national and local news media covered the event. The question universally 

asked by every reporters who approached us was: “Why are we in Vietnam?” When I 

was asked I didn’t hesitate. “The Kids, I said, the kids are why we are there…to protect 

their right to grow up with minds unfettered by any form of oppressive government.”  

        I don’t know if he liked my answer, but, we had a relatively free press back then, 

and it was printed. 
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                                              How Many More? 

Incirlik Air Base, Adana, Turkey, August 1961 

        We spent four days at Myrtle Beach Air Force Base, South Carolina, physically 

preparing ourselves for the long over-water flight to Lajes Air base in the Azores— 

a small group of islands about a thousand miles off the coast of Portugal. The 

preparation involved altering our sleep patterns through the use of drugs (uppers  

and downers) to offset the eleven hour difference in time between Cannon AFB, New 

Mexico and Incirlik Air Base, Turkey. We were also put on a special diet; theoretically, 

to minimize the need for “bathroom trips” while we were stuffed into the already  

tight cockpit of an F-100D, a single seat fighter jet.  

        The bulky, rubberized survival suit we had to wear would buy us a few more 

minutes of survival time in the frigid North Atlantic, but it severely hampered our 

ability to move in the cockpit—not to mention the added difficulty of having to  

relieve oneself into a small bottle, should the need arise. It has occurred to me—
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though I can’t confirm it ever happened—that there may have been a reason they 

nicknamed it the “Poopy Suit.”  

        Five in-flight fuel transfers from a KC-135 tanker aircraft (the military version of 

the Boeing 707) would be needed to complete the nine hour, non-stop flight to Lajes.  

The F-100D had the range to make the trip with only three air refuels, but safety 

precautions dictated that we always have enough fuel reserve to get us back to an  

airfield on land, should we—for a number of reasons— be unable to take on fuel  

from the tanker.  

 

                       

                                     F-100 off the coast of Greece. On deployment to Incirlik Air base,  

                                            Adana, Turkey. 1961 

 

         The 428th Tactical Fighter Squadron would be replacing another squadron from 

Cannon AFB, and assuming “Victor Alert” (nuclear strike status). Thus, some of our 

aircraft were configured with a nuclear weapon soon after we touched down at Incirlik 

to replace those of the departing squadron. They would be on call to launch within five 

minutes, twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week. The alert pilots were changed 

weekly, the aircraft every two weeks to ensure neither one got “rusty.” So, when not 
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standing alert, flying training would take up most of our time for the next four months.         

        Turkey is a sparsely populated country and, at the time, had few flight restrictions. 

For a fighter pilot the flying there was as good as it gets, and low level high speed 

passes—more colorfully known as “buzzing”—was something in which most of us 

would occasionally engage, given the opportunity. Turkey was a great place to hone 

that skill.  

        My first training mission was a solo low level flight to a bombing range about a 

hundred miles northwest of the air base, where we practiced conventional and nuclear 

weapons delivery techniques. After executing an “Over-the-Shoulder” maneuver (one 

of several methods used to deliver an atomic bomb), I cleared the range and headed 

back to base.  

         

                      

                                    The F-100 flying low level over the mountains of Turkey, 1961. 

 

        Flying low and close to the contours of the terrain, I pulled up to clear a higher 

line of mountains, and rolled inverted as I crested their tops.  With an unobstructed 

view of the terrain below—looking through the top of the F-100’s plexiglas canopy— 

I spotted a small town nestled in the northwest corner of the valley. To the south of 
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it, at a lower level, there was a one-room schoolhouse.  Further south, and lower still, 

was relatively flat farmland. I rolled back to level flight and descended to fifty feet 

above the open field adjacent the school. 

        The children were in class on my first pass, but before I could complete a left 

climbing turn for a second run I saw them running out of the school waving at me 

excitedly with their teacher in tow. It was the welcome I had hoped to see. All my 

passes were made south of the schoolyard and over the farmland; which put me 

almost level with the kids as I flew by.  

        I started the show with a single aileron roll, and followed it by performing   

almost every aerobatic maneuver I could safely do at low level with two empty  

450 gallon tanks mounted on my wings: Loops, Cloverleafs, Barrel Rolls, inverted 

flight, High “g” Turns, Cuban Eights, and Aileron Rolls.  

        I never enjoyed being a fighter pilot more than when I was showing off to  

“the kids;” when I saw the excitement and joy in their faces as made each pass.  

A bond was formed between us that first day, one that grew stronger with every  

visit I made to their village.       

        How is it possible for a man to bond with a group of excited children on the 

ground, while flying by at more than 500 miles an hour? I will leave psychologists to 

ponder that question. All I know is, that it did occur, just as it did with the children  

of Cirey Sur Blaise, France three years before…with the children in every village and 

school I’ve visited in countries around the world. Customs may vary, we may look 

different, eat strange foods, or drive on the “wrong” side of the road, but these  

are superficial distinctions. I would have the opportunity to perform several more 

“shows” for my new young friends before I left Turkey. 
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                                                F-100 flying by an ancient Crusader castle in Turkey. 1961 

 

        I went back to that little village in the mountains every chance I was given.  

The jubilant reception I received from the kids made it more than worthwhile, and  

I looked forward to those visits as much as they did. On one occasion, however, I 

found the schoolyard empty on my first pass. Nothing unusual, but I did expect them 

to be pouring into the schoolyard before I could line up for a second pass. I would be 

disappointed. It was not until my third run, when I looked towards the village, that I 

saw them; not just the students, but everyone in the town. They were standing on 

the rooftops, waving at me with their country’s flag.  

        That’s when I realized that it was a Turkish national holiday, and I was about  

to become part of the village folklore. I was moved and honored by their spirited 

reception, and inspired to give them an air show that neither they, nor I, would ever 

forget. Indeed, it was almost my last!  

        After exhausting my usual aerobatic bag of tricks (rolls, Loops, and Cloverleaf 

maneuvers) in a variety of combinations, I decided to do something I had not done 

before; make a slow-speed pass with gear and flaps down, so they could get a closer 

look at the airplane and me—and I of them. At the near stall speed required for the 

pass, I would make my run just to the north of the village. The Air Force Thunderbirds 
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included similar slow speed passes in their demonstration—although, over a level 

airfield. I would be performing it in a small valley surrounded by mountains to the 

north, south, and west; big enough, nonetheless, for an F-100 to safely maneuver at 

normal flight speeds.  

        The elevation of the valley dropped off to the east of the village. In retrospect, a 

west to east downhill run would have been the wiser choice. But, I was caught up in 

the excitement of the moment and made a mistake that could have cost me my life.  

        I approached from east to west at less than one hundred feet above the 

ground—the exact opposite of the heading I should have used. The townspeople 

were waving and shouting excitedly. I could almost hear the cheers. I waved back  

and rocked my wings in acknowledgement. It was a special moment for me; one that 

would never again be duplicated in my flying career.  

        As I flew by the village on that final run, I pushed the throttle full forward, 

expecting to accelerate, but the airspeed indicator didn’t budge. Until it did, I could 

not raise the gear and flaps, or even turn to avoid the onrushing cliff without stalling 

out. If that were to happen, there would have been no way to avoid the mountain’s 

fatal embrace. Ejection was considered and quickly ruled out. With no one at the 

controls there was no guarantee the aircraft would not crash into the village. 

        My best, and only chance to avoid disaster was to select afterburner and hope 

that it “took;” which, at my near-stall speed and high angle of attack, was far from a 

sure thing. Nevertheless, it was all I had. I rammed the throttle outboard and waited 

for the raw fuel pouring into the engine burner cans to ignite and give me the added 

thrust I desperately needed.  

        Then, I felt it…the familiar explosion of four thousand additional pounds of 

instantaneously generated energy, as it surged through the airframe and me. Thus, 

by the grace of God, and some damn good aircraft maintainers, “Sabre” and I lived  

to fly another day.  

        My prayer was answered, but my eyes never left the airspeed indicator, as it 

visibly affirmed the positive acceleration I was feeling. With that assurance, I was 
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able to raise the gear and flaps in time to barely clear the wall of stone ahead of us. 

        I wiped the sweat from my brow and started breathing again, but I couldn’t  

leave without saying goodbye. Every eye in that village had been fixed on me, and 

were no doubt looking on in horror, wondering if I would wind up in the side of the 

cliff. I felt those same eyes follow me in my turn back into the valley, as I positioned 

myself for a final pass just south of the town and level with them. They may have also 

seen me wave as I eased back on the control stick, executed three successive aileron 

rolls, and set course for Incirlik.  

        The first two were for them, the third was for “Sabre” and me. For, once again—

my “old friend” pulled me out of a tight situation. It was not the first time, and it 

would not be the last. 

        Replaying that day’s “Close Call” in my mind over a cold beer at the club, I 

wondered how many more I had left.  
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                                                         The Tightest Turn                                                                                  

Incirlik Air Base, Adana, Turkey, 1962 

        We returned to Turkey the following year and, at the first opportunity presented 

me, I revisited that little village in the mountains. It was as though I had never left. The 

children came running out of the school house and waved at me as I swung around for 

my second pass. I was “home” again, and the enthusiastic welcome back I was given by 

the kids was all I needed to give them one of my best shows ever. While I never again 

made the same mistake as I did the year before, that second tour in Turkey was not 

without its notable moments. 

        An important part of our in-country training included practice alert scrambles to  

a designated “nuclear target.” The mission profile included low level navigation, a 

simulated nuclear delivery, and a high level return to the base; which often required  

an instrument penetration and radar approach for the recovery. Usually flown solo,  

I was scheduled for just such a mission on a day when weather conditions were 

marginal. The base of the broken cloud deck was at 1500 feet and the visibility five 
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miles; which would normally not pose a problem. It didn’t, not until I approached a 

small mountain range in the middle of my planned flight path.  

        I could have easily climbed over, but doing that in a real war would have exposed 

me to enemy radar and compromised the mission. Going around them was another 

choice, but that too involved a trade-off. Although the extra fuel needed to go over,  

or around the hills would not have jeopardized my chances of delivering a weapon on 

target, it might have made a difference in my getting safely back to base. As I got 

closer I saw an opening in the mountains that I believed would allow me to weave my 

way through, while staying low and “under the radar.” In an effort to fly as realistic a 

combat profile as possible I chose “door number one.” 

        Unfortunately, when I got to the other side of the pass, I found myself trapped in 

the middle of a small blind canyon surrounded by mountains, the tops of which were 

obscured by thick cumulous clouds. I had two options: select afterburner power and 

pull up into a steep climb; which would put me in the clouds and force me to go on 

instruments to maintain aircraft control, or make a hard 180 degree tight turn under 

them and fly out of the canyon the same way I came in. The first option would leave 

me without visual contact with the terrain. I knew the elevation of the mountain in 

front of me, but not how sharply it rose. I had less than a second to make a decision 

before scraping myself off the side of the hill.  

        My mind flashed back four years to an air show in Chaumont, France, when I 

witnessed the solo pilot for the Skyblazer aerobatic team in Europe do something very 

similar to what I was about to attempt. He executed a 360 degree “high-g” turn within 

the airfield boundaries at less than one hundred feet above the ground. Before seeing 

that spectacular piece of flying, I had no idea an F-100 could turn so tight. It made an 

indelible impression upon this novice fighter pilot. Had I not seen it with my own eyes, 

I would probably have opted to climb out of the canyon. The fact, that he performed 

his incredible turn in a “clean” F-100A, while I was about to attempt it in a “D” model 

with half full 335 gallon external wing fuel tanks, was a distinction I did not have time 

to ponder.  
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        My “second” over, I simultaneously rammed the throttle outboard and rolled 

sharply into a ninety degree left bank, while pulling the control stick into me as hard  

as I dared without incurring a high-speed stall. Quick reflexes, and a fast afterburner 

light—giving me another 4000 pounds of reassuring thrust—enabled to me to pull  

off one of the tightest turns I ever made in an F-100. 

 

                      

                                Mt. Ararat. On deployment to Incirlik Air Base, Adana, Turkey, 1961. 

 

        Thankfully, the mountains I and never consummated our relationship and, once 

clear of them, I turned on course to continue the mission. By holding a higher cruise 

speed I was able to make up the lost time and meet my planned TOT. Small 

consolation for choosing the wrong “door." 
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                                                  Check Six 

Incirlik Air Base, Adana, Turkey, 1962 

        Over the years, fighter pilots developed a colorful language all their own, a 

phraseology, unique to the air warrior clan; e.g., “Bogies, 12 o’clock high,” “I’ve  

got your tail, Lead,” “In the break,” “Turning base with three in the green,” and the 

classic, “Oh shit!” That last one is not necessarily unique to the fighter pilot. When  

he uses it, however, it may mean that he is about to “buy the farm.” There are many 

others, but the all-time favorite phrase used by fighter pilots around the world is 

“Check Six.” It’s our way of reminding each other of the imminent danger inherent  

in our business; i.e., of being shot down from behind by the one you don’t see.   

        The absolute necessity to “Keep your head on a swivel” was drilled into us by 

every flight instructor we had in basic and advanced flying training. Flight leaders  

brief it on every mission. Some of our pilots—I learned on this tour—devised a more 

imaginative way of hammering the point home. Many of our training missions in 

Turkey were flown solo, using a profile similar to that previously described. It usually 
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culminated in a return to base at high level for a visual, or radar approach and landing. 

It was during that phase—after completing the most critical part of the mission—that  

a pilot was most susceptible to letting his guard down, and would thus forget the 

cardinal rule of survival in the air, “Check Six!” I was one of those rudely awakened 

from his complacency. 

 

                      

 

        Returning from another range mission, and feeling good about hitting the target 

within seconds of my scheduled TOT, I was enjoying the scenery; when suddenly, my 

windscreen was filled with a huge top view of an F-100 in a steep afterburner climb. 

His tail cleared my nose with less than fifty feet to spare. The slightest miscalculation 

in the timing of his pull from under my aircraft and both of us would have been 

walking home—assuming the collision didn’t kill us. It was an impressive, though 

dangerous, maneuver that could have ended badly. Nevertheless, it got my attention 

like nothing else could have, and taught me a lesson I would never forget.    

        Far from getting angry at the pilot who did it, I silently thanked him. I would not 

get caught like that again. On the other hand, I thought it only fair that I return the 

favor, if not to him, then to any other fighter pilot not taking care to clear the 
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airspace around him. My opportunity came a few days later, as I was returning from 

another simulated strike mission.  

        I spotted a solo F-100 about fifteen miles ahead of me. He was slightly above  

my altitude of 25,000 feet, cruising along, apparently enjoying the scenery in front  

of him, but not checking his “six” where I was “parked.” I pushed the throttle into 

afterburner and accelerated to 500 plus knots, quickly closing the gap between us. 

He never saw me, as I flew directly under him with less than fifty feet separation. This 

one is really going to get his attention, I thought. Just before the tail of my aircraft 

cleared his underbelly, I pulled up sharply, filling his windscreen with a sight he never 

expected to see, and would never forget.         

        No doubt, the first thing he did when he got down was check the flying schedule 

to see who was airborne at the time of his close encounter. It didn’t take Sherlock 

Holmes to figure out that I was the guy that ruined his sightseeing respite, and he  

was not as thankful as I was for the friendly reminder to “Check Six.” He laid into me 

as soon as I walked through the door.  

        “Tomasino, what the hell do you think you were doing out there? You could have 

killed us both. That was the goddamned craziest piece of flying I’ve ever seen. How 

the hell did you live this long?”  

        Livid with rage, he never stopped his rambling tirade long enough for me to 

answer his questions. I thought he was going to take a swing at me, but he didn’t. 

Instead, he continued his irrational rant for another five minutes. “I should report 

this to the Squadron Commander…have you grounded,” he blurted out, unable to 

complete a coherent sentence. 

        There were at least a half a dozen other pilots standing nearby, and more in the 

lounge within earshot of his wild protestations. “As for my grounding, that’s not 

going to happen,” I said, with less than full confidence. “And if I were you ‘Ace,’  

I wouldn’t want any more fighter pilots to know that you had your ‘head up and 

locked’ when you were supposed to be checking your ‘six.’” 

        For some strange reason, that didn’t seem to calm him down. 
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                                                                         1100  

                                                                               

                                                                                  First Kill 

Luke Air Force Base, Phoenix, Arizona, September 1957         

        Before Class 57R would officially become “Officer’s and Gentlemen,” there would 

be one last “Cadet Ball.” Ezdy had ridden the Greyhound bus from New York City to 

Greenville, Mississippi to be there for my graduation from USAF Basic Flying Training. 

Despite the long tiring trek, she never looked more beautiful in her lovely pink gown, 

and I was never more in love.  
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                                                             At the Cadet Ball, Greenville, Miss. July 1957 

 

        The next day, July 27, 1957, was a proud day for both of us when she pinned on 

my Second Lieutenant’s bars and shiny new pilot wings.  
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                                                           Ezdy pinning my wings.  

 

        Thanks to the kindness and generosity of my instructor 1/Lt Greg Neubeck and 

his beautiful wife, Peggy, who took Ezdy into their home while she was in Greenville, 

we could afford to spend a few more days together before she had to go back to New 

York. I saw her off at the bus station, then returned to the base to complete my out-

processing.  

        I would also leave by bus, but with a detour through Wilmington, North  

Carolina to buy a new car. My brother, Staff Sergeant Vincent J. Tomasino, a C-119 

navigator stationed at Marine Corps Air Station, Cherry Point, knew a dealer there  

and helped shorten the process for me. I soon was back on the road to New York 

with a brand new red and white 1957 Chevy Hardtop. 

        Ezdy and I were married in Brooklyn, on August 28, 1957. A week later she,  

our son Felix, and I were driving down Route 66 headed for Luke Air Force Base  

in Phoenix, Arizona for my long anticipated introduction to a jet fighter aircraft, the  

F-84F.                                                   

        Everything we owned, including the ironing board, was stuffed into in the huge 
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trunk of Dad’s 1955 Packard. He suggested we use it, instead of the Chevy, for the 

long cross-country trip, because it would be safer and more comfortable. Felix—who 

was five years old at the time—had the huge back seat to himself and, with the 

pillows and blankets Ezdy gave him, could stretch out to sleep whenever he wanted. 

That said, I think the real reason Dad wanted us to take the Packard (which I dearly 

loved) was so he could drive our brand new ‘57 Chevy. Nevertheless, Dad was right 

about the Packard, and I also wanted him to enjoy the new car while we were “on 

the road.” 

 

                       

                                                                     Our new 1957 Chevrolet Hardtop 

 

        It was hot when we rolled into Phoenix and checked into a motel—our home for 

the next few days until we could find a house or apartment to rent. It had a pool, so 

Felix was happy. I received some surprised looks when I reported for duty the next 

day. They apparently assumed that, with a name like Vito Tomasino, I must be 

Japanese. 

        “Tomasino, we thought you were Japanese, that English might be a problem.” 

There are some similarities between Japanese and Italian names, in that they both  
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end in a vowel, but the pronunciation is different.  

        “Well,” I said, “I’m obviously not Japanese, but I am an Italian from Brooklyn,  

and English might still be a problem.” That got a laugh. Nonetheless, their misread of 

my ethnicity turned out to be a good ice breaker, even if it did give me some advance 

notoriety. It would not be long before I earned it. 

        My initial flight in the F-84F would be solo—as would every other flight in that 

aircraft. Republic Aviation did not make a dual cockpit, trainer version of the airplane. 

As a consequence, my instructor would have to observe me go through the start 

engine procedures while standing on the wing. He would remain there until I taxied  

to the end of the runway. Before sending me off by myself, he put his hand on my 

shoulder and he muttered a few words of encouragement like, “Don’t break it,” before  

jumping off the wing and walking over to mobile control where he could observe my 

takeoff and landing. I don’t think he was referring to my leg. 

        I was ecstatic. My first flight in a jet fighter and it was without an instructor 

looking over my shoulder. For that reason alone the “Thunderstreak” has always held  

a special place on the growing list of aircraft I would fly in my Air Force career.  

        A month and half later, about four missions into the Air Combat Training Phase, 

my friend and Aviation Cadet classmate, Harlan Davis and I found ourselves about  

to leap into the blue without an instructor to supervise our actions. I’m not certain,  

but I believe they were called in for an unscheduled Commander’s meeting. What I  

do remember clearly is that, at that stage of our training Harlan and I were ready to  

do something more challenging with our free time than just bore holes in a clear blue 

Arizona sky. 
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                                         F-84F Thunderstreak. On display at McClellan AFB, Sacramento, CA. 

 

        So, before going out to our aircraft, we made plans to rendezvous over the 

aerobatic area to fly some close formation; then enjoy some friendly aerial combat. 

We set up the engagement as we had been taught; i.e., turn away from each other 

forty-five degrees, hold that heading for twenty seconds, then turn back in for a head 

to head pass. The fight would begin anytime one of us saw the other, giving the pilot 

with the sharpest eyes the advantage—as would be the case in actual combat.                  

        Harlan and I spotted each other at the same time and began a series of hard  

turns, crisscrossing flight paths with each turn. We were soon going canopy to canopy 

in a vertical climb in which neither one us was able gain an advantage. Gravity would 

win that duel and eventually force us to reverse direction while we still had enough 

flying speed to control the descent. Gravity was our nemesis going up, but it was our 

ally going down, enabling us to quickly accelerate to safe maneuvering speed.  

        We continued our spirited “duel in the sky,” sometimes passing within one 

hundred feet of each other, with me gaining a slight advantage with each turn. I 

eventually positioned myself at his “six o’clock,” and eased my sight pipper (a dot  

of light in the middle of a circle of diamonds projected on my front windshield) onto  
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his airplane and squeezed the trigger. Of course, our fifty caliber guns were not  

armed; we didn’t even have gun camera film. You can imagine my surprise when,  

at the instant I “fired,” Harlan radioed that he had flamed out. His voice was so 

damned calm, I wasn’t sure I could take him seriously. “You’re kidding, right?” 

 

 

                        

                                                                            F-84F in flight. 

 

        “Hell no! I’ve already tried a couple of air starts, and they didn’t take. My hydraulic 

pressure is also dropping fast and this bird is getting very ‘heavy.’ Any suggestions?”  

        “Just one.” As we descended below ten thousand feet, ejection became his only 

good option. I was about to tell him that, when the canopy suddenly flew off his 

aircraft as though it were ripped off by an invisible giant hand, followed by Harlan a 

second later. He struggled to separate from his ejection seat as he tumbled through 

the air, and finally kicked free. His parachute deployed immediately—just as it is 

designed to do at the lower altitude. I radioed his location to Luke Tower, while 

watching him float serenely to the desert below.   

        Harlan touched down safely, but his chute was caught by strong winds that were 

dragging him across the rugged desert floor. He quickly flipped onto his back and 
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tapped the quick-release buckles on the parachute harness to collapse the canopy— 

a textbook demonstration of what we had been taught in training. Dusting himself  

off, he gave me a “thumbs up” as I flew by. The rescue helicopter was on its way and  

I was running low on fuel, so I rocked my wings in acknowledgement and headed 

home.  

        I barely got one foot inside the door of the Squadron building, when the Ops 

Officer called me. “Vito, the Commander wants to see you and Captain Johnson ASAP.” 

My instructor, who was standing at the counter, told me to drop my chute and helmet 

off in Life Support and follow him into the Commander’s office.  

        I gave them a blow-by-blow account of what had happened—leaving out the part 

about the unsanctioned “dog fight.” They had a few questions, but neither one asked 

how I happened to be there when Lieutenant Davis flamed out. I think they already 

had that part figured out. 

        These men had experienced real aerial combat in WWII and Korea, in which they 

each shot down more than a few enemy aircraft and lived to tell about it. The 

Squadron Commander, my instructor, Captain Johnson, and most of the other fighter 

pilots at Luke who were teaching us the deadly art of air combat, were of a generation 

of air warriors more concerned about the ability of their wingman to stay with them, 

no matter what they had to face in the air, than they were in breaking a few peacetime 

flying rules. They didn’t ask, because it was of little concern to them.  

        They couldn’t tell me that, but I believe they were secretly pleased that two of 

their students had taken the initiative to hone their fighting skills, rather than waste 

valuable training time boring holes in the sky. That belief would be underscored soon 

after we started the next training phase.  
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                                                                         1111  

                                        

                              The Day I Went Four for Four 

 

Luke Air Force Base, Phoenix, Arizona, October 1957 

        It would be our first use of the F-84F as a weapons systems platform—the very 

heart of the training we would need to become operational fighter pilots. Air to 

Ground Weapons Delivery was one of the most challenging phases of training we 

would go through at Luke Air Force Base, particularly since it involved so many types  

of weapons and variations in delivery techniques.         

        The modes of delivery included high angle (45 degree) dive bombing with twenty 

five pound practice bombs, 2.75 inch folding fin aerial rockets delivered from a 30 

degree dive angle, strafing with 50 caliber machine guns, and Skip Bombing (bombing 

from level flight at fifty feet above the ground, simulating napalm delivery) The bomb 

is released just short of the target, so that it “skips” into it on one bounce.     

        For most students, Skip Bombing was the easiest of all the delivery methods we 
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would learn. But, not for me. I would come up empty handed on my first two range 

missions, zero for four. Some of the other guys were going four for four—only two out 

of four hits were required for qualification. I was frustrated and angry with myself, and 

determined to get at least a minimum qualifying score the next time out.  

        Before going any further, I should first describe how the F-84F was configured for 

this phase of the training. The aircraft has two pylon stations on each wing: inboard, 

and outboard (the main landing gear took up the space between the two). All of the 

initial flight phases were flown “clean” (i.e., without pylons, or wing fuel tanks). For  

weapons delivery, however, a bomb rack holding four twenty five pound practice 

bombs, was mounted on the left wing outboard station and a 200 gallon external fuel 

tank was carried on the right inboard pylon. The extra fuel was needed for range 

missions because of the higher power requirements needed to safely maneuver in  

the pattern at the lower altitude. 

        I never listened more intently to Captain Johnson as he briefed me for that third 

mission; particularly the part about the techniques of Skip Bombing. He used his hands 

as visual aids as he spoke. “On your base to final turn descend to about one hundred 

feet above the ground and rollout in line with the target center. Continue a gradual 

descent to fifty feet above the ground and let the airspeed build to four hundred 

knots, then adjust power to hold that speed and trim the aircraft for level flight. All you 

have to do at that point is center yourself on the target and watch the bottom 

diamond of the sight reticle drift across the desert floor. When it reaches the base of 

the target panel, pickle and pull.” In layman’s terms he meant press the red bomb 

button on the control stick and pull up to clear the target. 

        It was the same briefing I had heard before. I had no trouble understanding it  

the first two times and, hearing his wise council again did not turn on any new lights, 

or inspire greater confidence in me. But, on that day I was never more determined to 

put all four bombs through the target. I just didn’t know how creative I was going to  

be in doing it. 

        Captain Johnson checked in with the Range Control Officer. “Indian Springs, this  
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is Hawk, how do you read, over?” 

        “Loud and clear, Hawk, the range is yours.” 

        “Roger that. Hawk is a flight of two F-84F’s for Skip Bomb and Strafe.” 

        “You’re cleared in hot. Call the break.” 

        “Hawk Two, set switches for bombs.” 

        “Hawk Two copy.” I took about six seconds spacing on Lead in the break, and 

rolled out on downwind just outside his jet wash. I watched him turn base and then 

onto final for his first bomb pass, marveling at how smoothly and precisely he flew  

his aircraft. “That’s what I’ve got to do,” I told myself under my breath. Captain 

Johnson called off just as I turned final for my run.         

        “Lead’s off.” 

        “Roger, Hawk One,” Tower acknowledged, “That was a hit.” 

        The guy never misses, I thought, and today, neither will I. I leveled off at 50 feet 

above the ground and accelerated to 400 knots, trimming off the control pressures  

as I did. I was slightly left of the target center and made a correction. The circle of 

diamonds projected on my windscreen raced across the ground to the white, 10x20 

foot canvas panel, stretched between two, 10 foot high, 4x4 wooden posts. When  

the bottom diamond of my sight reached the base of the panel I pressed the bomb 

release button and pulled up into a steep climbing turn to downwind. As I did, I heard 

an unfamiliar noise, but the solidly built F-84F never wavered.  

        “Hawk Two, you hit the target!” The range officer sounded a little more excited 

than usual, but not as excited as I was to finally score a hit. 

        “Roger Tower, thanks,” I calmly acknowledged, as though it was an expected 

result for me. 

        “No, I mean you hit the goddamned thing with your airplane! Fuel is pouring out 

of your left wing and your right drop tank looks like a crushed beer can.” 

       Before he could finish his colorful description of my F-84F, I saw the fuel pouring 

out of a gaping hole in the left wing and continued my climb to downwind. 

        “Hawk Two, this Lead, hold your heading until I join on you.” He moved in close 
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enough to assess the damage.  

        “How does it look?” I asked. 

        “Not good…can’t chance flying back to Luke. We’ll have to put you down at Gila 

Bend” (an auxiliary landing strip near the range). He passed me on the left side “I’ve 

got the lead, stay on my right wing.” 

        Captain Johnson switched us to Gila Bend Tower frequency and told them we 

were coming in for an emergency landing. “Tower, this is Hawk, we’re declaring an 

emergency. Two is streaming fuel from his left wing, and his right drop tank has been 

badly damaged, but looks secure. We need to get him on the ground.” 

        “Roger that, crash crew has been alerted. The pattern is clear. Call entering 

initial.” 

        On initial approach Johnson signaled me to take the lead and crossed under to  

my right wing. He flew in a chase position through the pattern until we were on final. 

He wanted to be sure that all three of my landing gear were down and locked, and  

that the fuel streaming out of my wing did not ignite. He went around as we crossed 

the overrun and I touched down without incident, stopping on the runway. The crash 

crew checked me over and, seeing the pool of JP-4 collecting on the runway, signaled 

me to shut it down. Maintenance towed me in.  

        Hawk One circled overhead until he saw I was safely down, then headed back to 

Luke. A few hours later I flew back on an old twin-prop aircraft from the 1940’s, and 

was taken to the Luke hospital for a mandatory checkup by the flight surgeon. Aside 

from my airplane, however, the only damage done was to my ego. That would later  

be compounded by the “Pink Slip” I received for the mission. 

        The next morning, Captain Johnson and I were once again invited to see the 

Squadron Commander. It would be our second such invitation in less than a month.  

I wore my dress blue uniform, decorated with the four ribbons I earned with the U.S. 

Marines, and the shiny new pilot’s wings Ezdy had pinned on me just a few months 

earlier. I silently prayed they would still be there when I walked out of his office. I had 

already made up my mind before going in, that I would limit my answers to a simple 
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yes or no sir, unless a more detailed explanation was asked of me.  

        We walked in, saluted sharply, and remained at attention. The Commander put us 

at ease, but did not ask us to sit down. “Lieutenant Tomasino, Captain Johnson briefed 

me on your close encounter with a Skip Bomb target, and how you and he handled 

things after that. To inflict the damage you did to that airplane you had to be less than 

ten feet off the ground. That’s more than forty feet below the proper altitude for Skip 

Bomb Delivery.” He paused for a few seconds, then continued. “He also told me about 

the problems you were having with Skip Bombing on your previous two missions, and 

that you were determined to go four for four yesterday. Well, it looks like you 

accomplished that feat, but you weren’t supposed to do it on one pass. I think that 

may be a first, but it’s not something I would brag about at “beer call.” Do you agree?” 

        “No, sir…I mean, yes sir, I do.”  

        “What you did was very dangerous. Christ, you could have killed yourself out 

there, not to mention destroy a valuable Air Force asset, and we can’t have that.” 

        Here it comes, he’s going to ask for my wings. How am I going to explain this to 

Ezdy and Felix. We just got here, and now we’ve got to pack up and head back to New 

York. I waited for the hammer to fall—an apt metaphor, since swinging one of them 

again might well have been my next job after the Major was done with me. 

        “Lieutenant Tomasino! Are you listening?” 

        “Yes sir…every word.” 

        “Good. The Air Force has already spent a ton of money training you to become a 

pilot. Hopefully, assuming you live long enough, you might even realize your goal of 

becoming a fighter pilot. To wash you out of the program at this stage of your training 

would not be in our best interests. Moreover, Captain Johnson told me that you 

handled yourself well during the emergency recovery at Gila Bend, and he’s not easily 

impressed. He thought you should be given another chance, and I trust his judgment. 

So, I’m going to let you off with just a “Pink Slip” on this one. However, if you fly 

through another target, or shoot down another one of my pilots, you’ll find yourself 

staring at a little red button in the bottom of some god-forsaken missile silo in 
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“Podunk,” North Dakota. Do I make myself clear?” 

        “Yes sir, very! Thank you.” I felt as though a huge weight had just been lifted from 

my shoulders. I still had a chance to fulfill my dream of becoming a fighter pilot.  

        The Commander then turned to my instructor. “Bob, make sure Tomasino is on 

the schedule for tomorrow’s first go on the range. The sooner he gets back in the 

saddle the better.” 

        “Couldn’t agree more, sir. I’ll take care of it.” 

        “Then we’re finished here, gentlemen. Dismissed!” 

        Captain Johnson and I saluted in unison, did a sharp “about face” and walked out 

of the office. Outside, he put his hand on my shoulder and said: “Tomasino, I went  

to bat for you with the ‘old man,’ because I think you have the qualities it takes to 

become a good fighter pilot, aggressiveness and cool under fire. Neither of those 

things can be taught, but if you are going to live long enough to use them to your 

advantage you have to be smarter and more disciplined. You have to be as familiar 

with your own limitations as you are with your airplane’s.” 

        I looked at him with renewed respect and admiration. A P-51 pilot during World 

War II, and an F-86 driver in Korea, with several kills to his credit, he epitomized the 

fighter pilot I hoped to become.   
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                                    1122  

                                                       

                                               Flameout 

                                                                                

Nellis Air Force Base, Las Vegas, NV, January 1958 

        Ezdy, Felix, Lucky and Donald (our pet ducks), and I drove across the Arizona-

Nevada border at Hoover Dam in Boulder City, en route to Nellis Air Force Base and 

the second stage of my Advanced Fighter Training.         

        Boulder City was a necessary creation of the same men who built the Dam—their 

home for the five years it was under construction. It would soon soon become a 

bustling little western town with motels, souvenir shops, and restaurants—one of  

only two cities in the state of Nevada that does not allow gambling. Many of the 

original establishments like the Coffee Cup Café and the Boulder City Hotel (built to 

house visiting dignitaries during the Dam’s construction) still exist today.   

        It was dark when we started down the hill from Boulder City and saw the bright 

lights of the “Las Vegas Strip” for the first time. It looked like a string of brilliant gems 

strung out in a sea of blackness. Consisting then of only a handful of hotel-casinos, 
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many with names that do not exist today; such as: Frontier, Sands, Riviera, Hacienda, 

Royal Nevada, El Rancho Las Vegas. They were a welcome island of light in the middle 

of the seventeen mile barren stretch of road between McCarran Airport and Nellis 

AFB. 

        We continued north on the “Boulevard” to the downtown casino area on Fremont 

Street, which housed the likes of the Golden Nugget, the Four Queens, the Golden 

Horseshoe, and the other casinos of the original Las Vegas. With the exception of some 

scattered ranch houses and mining operations, the rest of the valley was empty  

desert.  

        Nellis Air Force Base was then, and still is, the “Mecca” fighter pilots from all 

over the world are drawn to. Those fortunate enough to make that pilgrimage and 

participate in a realistic air-war training exercise called “Red Flag,” return to their 

respective countries with a greater knowledge of weapons tactics, and an increased 

confidence in their aircraft and in their own flying abilities. Nellis is also the home  

of the world famous Thunderbird aerial demonstration team, as well as the Fighter 

Weapons School, where seasoned pilots come to earn their “doctorate” in the art  

of aerial warfare. Before “Red Flag,” there was “William Tell,” a gunnery competition 

that hosted a face-off between the best of the best vying for the most coveted title 

that can be bestowed upon a fighter pilot, “Top Gun.” It represented the level of  

flying prowess I would strive to achieve in my career.  

        We checked into a little motel about two miles from the base. It would be our 

home until we could find a place to rent for the three months we’d be in Vegas. A 

week later we moved into a small duplex, located in the desert about a mile and a  

half off of the end of the Nellis runway. Aircraft taking off from the base flew right  

over our house. For us the daily air shows were an added bonus. We were young and 

too caught up in our amazing adventure to be bothered by a little noise. Sometimes  

I’d be the one doing the “buzzing,” which made it even more exciting for Ezdy and 

Felix. And, when the Thunderbirds practiced their maneuvers, they had front row seats 

to a free air show.  
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        The F-100’s I flew were parked on the same ramp as those of the “T-Birds,” where 

I could get an even closer look at the Thunderbirds when they practiced their show 

routine. There were no restrictions imposed on them back then as to how low, and 

how close to the crowd they could fly, and they sometimes flew right over the heads  

of the spectators at little more than fifty feet above the ground. Thus, there were 

many times, out on that ramp, when I had the distinction of being “buzzed” by the 

best. 

 

                       

                                             A Thunderbird F-100A ready for takeoff at Nellis Air Force Base,  

                                             Las Vegas, NV 1958 

 

        During my stay in “Mecca,” I had the opportunity to fly with an instructor who was 

also a former Thunderbird pilot, Sam Johnson. Sam and I would fly together again for 

several more lessons when he joined me at Chaumont Air Base, France several months 

after my arrival there. I was assigned to the 494th Fighter Bomber Squadron. He found 

a home with 493rd. Despite our placement in two different squadrons we would have 

the opportunity to “team up” again.  

        When I first got to Chaumont, deployments to Wheelus Air Base, Libya for 

gunnery training were a squadron affair. That would later change to where two pilots 
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from one squadron, and two from another, would be deployed together as part of a 

flight of four. I was scheduled for one of those four-ship deployments to Libya with 

Sam in the Lead and me on his wing.  

       I had never met anyone more professional in his flying, or more mission oriented 

than Sam. He meticulously planned, briefed, and executed every flight to the El Uotia 

bombing range. However, after the bombing was done he didn’t just rejoin the flight 

and head straight back to Wheelus, not Sam. That would have been a waste of good 

flying time. Instead, he moved us into close formation and put us through as much of 

the Thunderbird aerobatic routine as we were capable of handling. He would do that 

on every mission we flew during our two weeks at Wheelus, fuel permitting. It was  

the best and most challenging formation flying I would do in my Air Force career. It 

made me a better pilot, and I loved every minute of it.  

 

                        

                                            2Lt. Vito Tomasino climbing into F-100 Super Sabre, Nellis AFB,  

                                            Las Vegas, NV. Jan 1958 

 

        But, I’m getting a little ahead of myself. I still had to complete my F-100 checkout 

at Nellis. And, given my incident prone, yet short flying history, this phase of training 

would not be without its own drama. I had never before experienced a flameout in a 
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jet aircraft, but that bit of good luck was about to change.  

        After practicing a series of turns while in wide-spread (1500-3000 feet separation 

between aircraft) Tactical Formation, Lead rocked his wings, signaling the flight to join 

in close formation. As the number two man, I was expected to be the first in, then  

Three and Four, in that order. 

        There was a standing challenge between Three (the Element Leader) and Two, as 

to who would get there first. I had never been beaten before and wanted to make sure 

that my record remained unblemished. Our Flight Leader held his airspeed at a steady 

350 knots and maintained a thirty degree right turn for the join.  

        With the first dip of his wings, I pushed the throttle into maximum afterburner 

and accelerated to 450 knots, thinking that a one hundred knot closure rate would be 

enough to get me there before Three. It did, but I was now faced with the problem  

of quickly losing one hundred knots of airspeed or risk an overshoot; which would  

have been embarrassing.   

        With no time to weigh my options, I lowered the speed brake, abruptly pulled the 

throttle back to idle, and pushed in full right rudder. I was practically flying sideways, 

but the three actions, taken in rapid sequence, were enough to avoid the overshoot. 

Unfortunately, when I raised the speed brake and advanced the throttle to hold my 

position on Lead’s wing, the engine did not respond, and the RPM continued to 

unwind. I had flamed out!  

        Instinctively, I hit the restart button and said a prayer under my breath. An  

air start in the Super Sabre was never a sure thing, even under ideal conditions. 

Compressor stalls at high altitude, violent enough to sometimes knock your feet  

off the rudder pedals, were very common. This time, for reasons I have never figured 

out—maybe it was that short prayer—the J-57 jet engine roared to life without so 

much as hiccup, and I was able to complete the join before “Three” could lock onto 

Lead’s left wing. The flameout and restart sequence was so quick, and I lost so little 

ground, no one suspected I had flamed out.  

        Lead did noticed me falling back slightly and pointed it out in the flight debrief—
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no doubt thinking I simply miscalculated the power needed to hold my position. As for 

me, I never called the flameout in the air (there wasn’t time) and, since everything 

worked out so well, I saw no reason bring it up in the debriefing.  

        That apparently cavalier attitude towards another serious incident in the air  

would be characteristic of my entire flying career. Yet, it was not so much a cavalier 

attitude, as it was a realization on my part that there was, indeed, something else 

involved in how mishaps like that are resolved, and it had nothing to do with piloting 

skill.  
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                                                     Friday the 13th 

                                                                                                                             

Stallings Air Base, Kinston, North Carolina, May 1956 

        Over the tobacco fields of North Carolina is where I would first learn if I have  

what it takes to soar among the clouds. I reported into Stallings Air Base, Kinston, 

North Carolina in May of 1956. The airbase was a civilian training facility contracted 

by the United States Air Force to provide the first phase of a two-part pilot training 

program, to be attended by students from the Aviation Cadet Program (in which I 

participated) as well as graduates from the college AFROTC program. The Air Force 

Academy was established the year before, but it would not graduate its first class  

until 1959.  
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                                               Cadets of Class 57Q. Stallings Air Base, Kingston, NC. 1956 

 

         

        I had never flown an airplane in my life, or even sat in a real cockpit; but I knew 

what one looked like. Mom and Dad bought a cardboard replica of a Cessna flight 

panel for my birthday. It came with an instruction book, which I read countless times.  

I spent many more hours putting that newly acquired knowledge to use in my 

cardboard cockpit.  

        The closest I ever came to flying was when Dad took me to the local carnival and 

bought me a ticket for the “Rocket Ride.” I would describe the ride as two 200 gallon 

aircraft fuel tanks painted red, with a hole cut out of the top of each to make room for 

a seat. A steel wire cage was fitted over the “cockpit.” Tailfins were added to make it 

look more like a rocket. Each capsule was fastened to the end of a thirty foot steel 

arm, attached at the center to another steel structure, which allowed it to rotate like a 

big two-bladed windmill. Since the rocket itself did not turn on the arm as it spun, you 

were inverted at the top of each rotation.  

        The best part of the ride for me was when they stopped the arm to change riders 

in the other capsule as I hung upside down in my seat belt. I could have flown that 
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“Rocket” all day long. But, after a half dozen “sorties,” Dad got tired of waiting for me 

to get tired and wanted to move on to see the rest of the carnival. The thrill of being 

upside down, and every other attitude you could imagine yourself in, other than 

straight and level flight, would characterize my flying career. I knew then, that I had 

to become a fighter pilot. 

        In a novel I wrote before this “memoir,” there’s a scene in which a young Marine 

returning from the war in Vietnam told of a similar experience he had with his father 

to Kracek—the lead character and title of the book. Josh described the big grass field  

in Tennessee where the carnival was set up. It provided enough maneuvering room  

for the barnstorming pilot traveling with the show to safely operate his WWI Newport, 

a bi-winged airplane with open cockpits. The passenger sat in the front and the pilot in 

the back, for a seven minute ride around the field at a thousand feet above the crowd. 

        Josh’s description of the pilot was more interesting, and certainly more colorful. 

“He looked as old as the airplane. I’ll never forget him. He was a short, plump, rosy 

cheeked man with a big handlebar mustache and an even bigger smile. He wore an old 

brown leather jacket, leather helmet and goggles, a silk scarf, riding breeches, and 

shiny brown boots. What a sight he was! What I remember most about him, though, 

was his love of flying. When he talked about it, his face lit up, his eyes sparkled, and 

suddenly he was twenty years younger and six inches taller.” 
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                                                            Mr. Karvonen and Lt. Maroney walking out  

                                                            to their aircraft. Stallings Air Base, NC. 1956                                        

 

        If you leave out his description of what he wore, and the handlebar mustache, 

Josh had pretty much described my first instructor, particularly the part about his  

love of flying. I was fortunate to have great flying instructors in Primary, Basic and 

Advanced Flight Training, and go on to fly with some of the best pilots in the world,  

but no one loved flying more for the sheer joy of it than Mr. Karvonen. 

        One day—I think it was my third or fourth dual transition mission in the T-34 

“Mentor” (the military version of the “V-Tailed” Beechcraft Bonanza). Mr. Karvonen 

had me grab my parachute and follow him out to the airplane as scheduled. We put 

our chutes in the cockpit and closed the canopy. After a hasty preflight inspection,  

we climbed in—he in the back, me in the front—and hurriedly closed the canopy.  

Why the hurry? It was pouring rain and we were getting soaked. Not surprisingly, we 

were the only ones out on the flight line. All the other instructors and students were 

probably shaking their heads, wondering what in the heck we were doing out there  
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as they sipped their hot coffee. 

        They used a flag system at Stallings to visually indicate whether or not the field 

was open for flying. Black meant no flying, green was a “go.” About every five minutes 

Mr. Karvonen asked me to check and make sure it wasn’t a green flag that only looked 

black because it was wet. He must have known something the others didn’t, because 

about an hour and half later the flag did go green, and we were the first aircraft off  

the ground.  

        Once in the air, he put me through the usual training regimen, which involved 

more time looking at the world upside down than right side up. We practiced all the 

required maneuvers, such as thirty, sixty, and ninety degree banked level turns, pylon 

eights, stalls, spins, etc., but it was aerobatics that really got Mr. “K’s” blood flowing.  

        That suited me fine. I was “Rocket” qualified before I ever saw a T-34, and couldn’t 

get enough. I wanted more and he was eager to oblige. That said, Mr. Karvonen taught 

me something else that rainy day, and it had nothing to do with flying techniques. He 

taught me what it meant to really love the wonderful profession we were privileged to 

share, a lesson I would carry with me for the next 22 years of my active flying career 

and beyond—a love and appreciation of soaring through the sky like an eagle, that is 

as strong in me now, 60 years later, as it was then. 

        It was Friday, the 13th of July 1956, when I first soloed—a once in a lifetime 

experience that no pilot ever forgets. Some people might be a little hesitant about 

doing anything the least bit risky on such a day, let alone fly solo for the first time. For 

me, it was the most liberating day of my life. It was also one of the most demanding  

of my flying career.  
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                                                     Author with T-34, Stallings Air Base. 1956 

 

        I loved Mr. “K” like a father, but he was the toughest flight instructor at Stallings. 

Each and every maneuver he taught me had to be done repeatedly until I could do it  

with absolutely no mistakes. Nevertheless, I welcomed his exacting standards, even his 

harsh criticism, because I knew he was trying to make me the best pilot I could be. He 

also wanted to be sure that I was going to return to earth in one piece, particularly on  

that auspicious day. 

        It was only my eighth dual ride, and I had no reason to suspect that it was going to 

be the day I soloed. He never mentioned anything about it in the briefing, although I’m 

sure it was his intention—assuming I passed muster. After a series of loosening up 

maneuvers in the aerobatic training area we headed back to the field for some practice 

landings. He had me make a touch and go on the first approach, then pull up into a 

closed pattern for a full stop. We even turned off the runway, and I thought that that 

was it…we were done for the day. Instead, he had me taxi back to the take-off end. 

Then, the old “Bald Eagle,” as he was affectionately called by his fellow instructors,  

had me make one “stop and go” landing after another; yelling at me from the rear 

cockpit, while I struggled to find the perfect approach and landing that would satisfy 
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him. Nothing I did seemed to be good enough. 

        There is an intercom system in the T-34, but he didn’t need it. I could hear him 

shouting at me from the back seat over the roar of the engine. He had always been 

critical of me, but never to such an extreme. I was afraid he was going to give himself  

a heart attack. About a dozen practice landings later, he had me turn off the active 

runway and taxi back to the take-off end; for another trip around the pattern, I 

thought. Instead, he had me stop the T-34 just opposite Mobile Control. I watched  

him get out of the cockpit and step onto the wing, wondering what he was going to  

do next. Jesus, what now?  Is he going to clobber me with his clipboard or something?  

        He leaned into my cockpit. “Do you think you can fly this thing by yourself?” His 

question sounded a little sarcastic at the time. In retrospect, I think he just was trying 

to be nonchalant, as though sending another fledgling pilot into the blue all by himself 

was something he did every day, which he did. I wanted to say You’re goddamned 

right I can, but I respected him too much to use those words. I looked him straight in 

the eyes and simply said, “Yes sir.”  

        I don’t think it was my words, as much as it was the steely determination he saw 

in my eyes that gave him the assurance he was looking for. He smiled and said: “I know 

you can, son.” He then took his chute out of the rear cockpit, secured the shoulder 

harness and seat belt, and checked for loose items. Then, before stepping off the wing, 

he put his hand on my shoulder and said: “I’ll watch the show from mobile.”         

        Ironically, that next take off would be my thirteenth in an already omen-filled day. 

But, for me, it was just another number. I was so damned relieved to get him out of  

my airplane and off my back, not even the ominous portent of “Friday the 13th” could 

keep me on the ground. Mr. Karvonen had seen to that. 
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                                                           Lost in North Carolina 

        Eleven years after VE (Victory in Europe) Day, on a ramp dampened by an early 

morning rain, my instructor and I stood before an aircraft not unlike those that helped 

decide the outcome of that war. The North American T-28 Trojan had a bigger, more 

powerful radial engine than the smaller T-34 trainer that had initiated me into the 

world of flight. It looked a lot like a WWII fighter, only with tricycle landing gear and 

dual cockpits. Indeed, it brought back memories of the P-47 Thunderbolt, the Navy 

Hellcat, and other famous aircraft of that war.  

        I was only a youngster during the war, but I admired the aircraft and their brave 

pilots as I watched them shoot down enemy airplanes in movie newsreels from my 

seat in a dark theater. I also read everything I could find about them in newspapers 

and magazines. I knew, even then, what it was I wanted to be when I grew up. 

        Compared to the smaller T-34, the T-28 towered above us. Nevertheless, despite 

its size and power, I was not intimidated. After logging forty flying hours in the “Thirty 
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Four” under Mr. Karvonen’s demanding tutelage, I was ready.  

        I completed the walk-around inspection with checklist in hand and Mr. “K” looking 

over my shoulder. We climbed onto the wing, placed our seat-pack parachutes into the 

tandem cockpits—his in the back, mine in the front. Most instructors would take the 

front cockpit for the first ride in a new airplane and simply demonstrate the aircraft’s 

capabilities, while the student observed from the back.  

        “The Dollar Ride,” as it was called, was as much an imbedded tradition as it was a 

part of the training curriculum. The instructors liked it because it gave them personal 

stick time, and allowed them to show off their own flying skills. No doubt, there was 

some teaching value in it, but Mr. Karvonen, had nothing to prove to me, or himself, 

and taught me too well to waste even one hour of flying time on a “demo” ride. That, 

in itself, was a lesson I would never forget.     

 

                          

                                          Mr. Karvonen and I taxiing out for my first flight in the T-28.  

                                          Stallings Air Base, Kingston, NC 1956 

                                                          

        As I went through the checklist items, I recalled the countless hours I had already 

logged in preparation for the flight, learning the location of every switch, instrument, 

and circuit breaker in the cockpit until I could touch each one blindfolded. I never felt 
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more confident, and may have even impressed Mr. “K,” though he never let on. We 

did all of the usual maneuvers on that first flight in the T-28, especially the kind that 

had us looking at the world from a variety of different angles. Then, he introduced  

me to the “Snap Roll.” It was a trick you could only do in a conventionally powered 

airplane (until the advent of the F-22) and was often performed at air shows by stunt 

pilots. It was a guaranteed attention getter…impressive to watch. It was even more 

exciting to be in the airplane doing it.  

        Mr. Karvonen pushed the throttle forward and accelerated to 230 knots, then 

pulled the stick hard back, rapidly bringing the nose up, and kicked in full right rudder. 

That stalled the right wing and put the aircraft into a super-fast roll, so violent in its 

reaction it felt as though it might tear off the tail of the airplane. I enjoyed the 

sensation as much then, as that kid who could not get enough of a carnival rocket  

ride. Through the rear view mirror, I could see the big smile on Mr. Karvonen’s face 

        In retrospect, I realize now just how fortunate I was to have gone through the Air 

Force pilot training as it was then structured; i.e., the first six months in prop-driven 

aircraft with civilian instructors, the second six in jets and military instructors. Less 

than ten years later the USAF dropped the civilian half of the program and established 

an all jet-powered military program.  
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                                      Cadet Class 57Q. Stallings Air Base, Kingston, NC. 1956. Two years  

                                      later the Cadet program would be phased out. 

 

        They also eliminated the Aviation Cadet Program about the same time the first 

graduates from the Air Force Academy entered flight training; which I thought to be an 

unwise policy decision. For by restricting entry into pilot training to college graduates 

(USAF Academy and ROTC), I believe the program was weakened. Most of the men 

who acquitted themselves so gallantly in World War II and Korea had no more than a 

high school diploma. They signed on for the sheer love of flying, as much as they did to 

answer their country’s call to arms, and would have been happy spending the rest of 

their lives doing only that. Career progression through the ranks, and the political 

correctness it required—particularly in today’s modern Air Force—was not something 

these men spent much time thinking about. The art of outmaneuvering another pilot 

in the sky and putting a weapon on target did. These were the men that I was 

fortunate to have as mentors. They were the best fighter pilots in the world and we 

will never see their like again.  

        I soloed on my sixth ride in the T-28, and it would be a memorable one. Indeed,  

it turned out to be the first “Close Call” of my flying career—a harbinger of things to 

come. As usual, the “Bald Eagle” had prepared me well.  
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                                                    Author in T-28. Stallings Air Base, Kingston, NC 1956 

 

        It was a beautiful sunny day, when I leaped into the blue with all the confidence  

of a seasoned pilot and headed straight for the aerobatic area. I had the sky to myself, 

and I made good use of it. I did every maneuver in the book, including the one that 

wasn’t, the “Snap Roll.” All of the other maneuvers; such as Rolls, Loops, Cuban Eights, 

High-G turns, etc., were all performed in a smooth, controlled manner, in which key 

check points had to be hit. The “Snap Roll,” on the other hand, required the same 

precise control inputs, but the resultant effect on the aircraft was one of uncontrolled 

abandon. It spiked the flow of adrenalin in my veins, but it was hard on the airplane. 

        After about thirty minutes of playing among the clouds, I leveled the aircraft to get 

my bearing. That’s when I noticed that my attitude indicator had tumbled, my heading 

indicator was spinning wildly, and I had no idea where I was. I had wandered out of the 

designated aerobatic area over a part of North Carolina I did not recognize, and there 

were no distinctive landmarks by which I could orient myself on the map. I did have a 

general idea in which direction Stallings Air Base was, however, and used the standby 

compass mounted on the instrument shroud, to turn to a heading I thought would get 
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me there. All I had to do then was look for the lights on the control tower; i.e., the split 

beam with a green screen used by all civilian airfields.                         

         However, I faced three problems. One, the T-28’s standby compass is about as 

sophisticated as the handheld compass used by the Boy Scouts and cannot be read  

in a turn; Two, there were a lot more civilian airfields with split beams and green 

screens in North Carolina than I had ever imagined, and Three, the terrain was flat, 

and looked the same in every direction as far as the eye could see.  

        After chasing down several of those distinctive light flashes, emanating from one 

strange field after another, I realized that I was hopelessly lost. By then, I had been 

airborne more than an hour—already past my scheduled flight time—and had burned 

up a lot of fuel doing aerobatics. Christ, I was supposed to be in operations having my 

second cup of coffee. At least my fuel gauges were still working, and they were telling 

me that I had better find a runway soon, or pick out a good open field for an 

emergency landing. Not a great way to introduce myself to the local farmers, I thought. 

How am I going explain what happened to Mr. Karvonen, and the others, when they 

see me pull up in front of Squadron Operations in the back of a farmer’s pickup truck? 

        The uncomfortable visions kept coming as I desperately tried to find something, 

anything that would get me headed back to Stallings. Then, I remembered the sage 

advice one of the older instructors gave us one rainy day while we were waiting for  

a green flag. One of the students asked: “What do you do if you get lost around here? 

There are no really good landmarks to key on.”  

        He said, “Son, if that that ever happens to you, just turn due east and keep flying 

until you reach a great big lake, then do a 180 degree turn. When you’re over land 

again you’ll be back in the good old U S of A.” We all laughed. He just smiled. 

        But, I wasn’t smiling, and I was out of ideas. Then it occurred to me, that that “big 

lake” he referred to was the Atlantic Ocean. Reversing course over it would then have 

me looking at North Carolina’s coastline, which has many distinctive features easily 

found on my local area map. All I would have to do then is plot a course from a 

recognizable point on the coast to Stallings Air Base. Finally, I thought, a plan. If I  
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could only complete it before I run out of gas. 

        I turned due east and, just as the old instructor had said, I ran into that “big lake,” 

and made a 180 degree turn. Before I got halfway around I saw it, the good old U S of 

A. To be precise, I was right over Carolina Beach, just south of Wilmington, and about 

twenty miles west of Cherry Point Marine Air Station. My brother, Vince, a Staff 

Sergeant and a navigator on the C-119, was stationed there. I could have used his 

expertise about that time. Cherry Point also had an ADF (Automatic Direction Finder) 

radio facility. I dialed the frequency into my onboard receiver and flew a northwesterly 

heading to intercept the 037 degree outbound radial.  

        Cherry Point was also one of the designated emergency landing fields plotted on 

my map. Soon after I had established myself on course the fuel low light on one of the 

T-28’s two main fuel tanks glowed red. Three minutes later the other one flashed on. I 

was still about fifteen minutes from the field. It was going to be close. 

        In hindsight, I should have landed at Cherry Point to refuel before heading back to 

Stallings, and had lunch with my brother before continuing on. That would have been 

the smart thing to do. But, I was focused on getting back, and too worried about how  

I was going to explain my long overdue return to everyone, especially Mr. Karvonen.  
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                                                      On final for Stallings Air Base, Kingston, NC 1956 

 

        Then, I spotted it dead ahead, Stallings Air Base. It never looked so good. “Tower, 

this is Eagle Two…I have the field in sight.” I should have declared an emergency due 

to the low fuel, but I didn’t want to embarrass myself any more than what I expected 

to endure when I walked into ops. 

        “Roger, Eagle, call turning a five mile initial…field is VFR.” 

        A few minutes later: “Tower, Eagle is turning initial at five miles. Request full stop 

landing.” 

        “In sight, Eagle…cleared full stop…call the break.” 

        “Eagle in the break.”  

        “Roger, call base with ‘three in the green.’”  

        The red lights that had been staring at me for the last fifteen minutes looked even 

bigger and brighter. I prayed that the T-28’s big radial engine would not quit on me 

before I touched down. That being a real possibility, I carried enough extra airspeed 

throughout the pattern to give me a shot at making a successful “dead stick” landing—

another bit of flying wisdom from Mr. Karvonen. 

        As it turned out, I not only had enough gas in the tanks for the landing, I was able 

to taxi back to the parking area and complete a normal engine shutdown. My Crew 

Chief asked me where I had been. A reasonable question, given that I was an hour late 

in returning. 

        “Welcome back, sir, did you have a good flight?” he said, smiling. 

        “Yes, I did. As a matter of fact, I enjoyed it so much I lost track of the time.”  

        Most of it was true, but he didn’t need to know the whole story. However, he  

at least cared enough to ask. When I walked into squadron operations with my 

parachute slung over my shoulder, I expected to be greeted by a torrent of questions 

and some friendly needling about my getting lost. Instead—aside from a quick glance 

from one of the operations clerks standing behind the counter—I was hardly noticed. 

Was I invisible? 
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        Students were standing around in small groups with their instructors listening to 

“war stories” told with the usual flurry of hand gestures. Other pilots were checking 

the scheduling board copying down mission flight data. Somebody must have seen me 

come in, but they acted as though they didn’t. No one even asked me where I had 

been. Their indifference to my late return raised some troubling thoughts in my mind. 

Jesus, doesn’t anyone care that I’m more than an hour late? I could be lying dead in  

the middle of some tobacco farm. When were they going to wonder where in the hell  

I was?”  
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                                                    Over My Dead Body 

         

        We took off from Greenville, Mississippi, on a cross-country flight that would  

span the southwestern United States. Along our route of mostly barren, yet uniquely 

beautiful desert landscape, were the majestic landmarks of the Grand Canyon, Lake 

Mead, and the Sierra Nevada mountains—truly amazing works of nature. Impressive 

as they were, however, it was the golden hills of Northern California that “called  

us home.” 

        Northern California is a beautiful part of the state. I had even put it down on my 

list of places to retire when I first saw it eighteen years earlier. My instructor, Lt. Greg 

Neubeck, and I were flying a T-33 jet trainer on a cross-country flight to Hamilton Air 

Force Base, California. We were impressed with the beauty of the San Francisco Bay 

area, and its unique city by the sea. Now picture if you will, the Golden Gate Bridge, 

the vineyards of Napa Valley, the Redwood Forest, and a sea of rolling hills of gold, and 
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you can begin to imagine how viewing all of that from the air for the first time would  

leave a lasting impression on anyone. Neubeck casually remarked as to how it would  

be a good place to retire.  

        I was surprised to hear talk about retirement from a man who drove himself to fly 

more than one hundred hours a month in his quest to reach the fifteen hundred hour 

minimum time needed to qualify for the Edward’s Test Pilot School. He reached that 

mark in less than two years, but his application was denied because he had no time in 

fighter aircraft. It took him a few more years to gain the experience he needed to be 

accepted for the School, but he got there, and graduated first in his class. 

 

                      

                                             USAF Test Pilot School, Edwards AFB, CA. F-104 in foreground. 

 

        Nonetheless, his ultimate goal was to become a U.S. Air Force Astronaut, and  

to play a pioneering role in America’s first space station, the “Manned Orbital 

Laboratory.” Unfortunately the MOL program was cancelled in deference to President 

Kennedy’s directive to NASA to put a man on the moon within the decade. As a 

consequence, Neubeck never made it into space. Instead, he taught at the Edward’s 

school for a while, before being assigned to Eglin, where he would weapons-test the 
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Air Force’s latest fighter aircraft. 

        Greg and his beautiful wife Peggy would eventually retire on the opposite side  

of the country. As is the case with many career military people, who end up retiring  

close to the area of their last assignment, they settled near Eglin Air Force Base, 

Florida. Ezdy and I would make our home in Sacramento, California—between the 

Sierra Mountains and the San Francisco Bay Area. It would not be our last move. 

        Following a short two-year stint flying F-111’s at Cannon Air Force Base, in Clovis, 

New Mexico, I was reassigned to the Flight Test Section at McClellen Air Force Base,  

as a test pilot for the F-111 and the F-100. Ezdy, the kids, TaTa (Ezdy’s mother) and I 

drove into Sacramento on February 14, 1974, Valentine’s Day. We stayed in guest 

housing for a few weeks until we found a place to rent in the town of Carmichael, a 

fifteen minute drive from the base. 

        After completing in-processing at the base, I drove out to Flight Test Operations,  

a two-story wooden building located on the west side of the runway. I met with the 

Commander, Lt. Col. Joe Chido, and his Operations Officer, Major Pettijean. Chido  

was an experienced F-106 “driver.” He also doubled as the F-100 test pilot, but had  

little time in the airplane and was happy to turn that duty over to me. My 2600 hours 

in the F-100 was no doubt one of the reasons I was reassigned to McClellan. 
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                                 The F-100 Super Sabre. That's my grandson, J.R. in the foreground.  

                                        The yellow and white striped tail paint scheme was used by the 493rd  

                                        Squadron of the 48th TFWG at Lakenheath, England during the 60’s. 

                                        The aircraft found a home at McClellan AFB, Sacramento, CA. 2003 
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        As a consequence, I would hold dual currency in both the F-111 and the F-100 

(triple currency, if you include the T-38, in which we were given our annual instrument 

check). It occurred to me then, that I may have been the only pilot in the U.S. Air Force 

current in both the first and the last of the Century Series Fighters, a distinction 

recognized by almost no one else; and a fleeting one at best. Nine years later, in 1988, 

the F-117 “Nighthawk” Stealth Fighter—secretly developed and built in the notorious 

“Area 51”—was officially introduced to the world.                                                              

        No matter, the F-100—the first operational fighter in the world to attain super-

sonic speed in level flight—was my airplane. My “old friend” (as I refer to it in my 

poem, “Sabre”) and I had been together for more than ten years, through cold and  

hot wars, on missions that spanned the globe. In that decade, and through all of those 

trials, “Sabre” never failed to bring me home. I was grateful for the opportunity to fly  

it again. This story, however, would involve the F-111. 

 

                        

                                                       The F-111 Aardvark. Nellis AFB, Las Vegas, NV. 1972                                                              

 

        It was a clear spring morning when J.D. and I taxied out to Runway 01 at McClellan 
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to test fly a recently overhauled F-111. Ezdy didn’t usually drive out to the base, but 

she did on that fateful day because she knew I was flying. She also knew where to  

get the best view of my takeoff. She parked her car in front of Flight Test Operations 

and walked down the pathway to a small bridge that spanned the drainage ditch near 

the Ops building. I waved to her as we taxied by, and was warmed by I smile on her 

beautiful face as she waved back.                           

        No other fighter pilot’s wife I have ever met took as keen an interest in our job as 

did Ezdy. She loved flying as much as I, and would often go out to the aircraft hangar  

to talk to the maintenance personnel. She made a point of it every time she visited  

the base while I was flying. They appreciated her genuine concern for what they did to 

ensure that the airplanes I flew were ready and safe to fly. They loved her for it, and 

would often let her wear one of their headsets so she could listen to the radio calls 

between me and the tower. She didn’t have one on that day, but from that little bridge 

she would have a front row seat for what was about to happen.  

        We were taking off to the north and she would be able to follow us from the time 

we released brakes to lift off. I was in the left (pilot’s) seat, Major J.D. Stokes, my co-

pilot, was in the right. I had always thought that, designating the F-111 a fighter was  

a misnomer, given its side-by-side seating, twin engines, and enormous size. Its “clean” 

weight at takeoff was close to 80,000 pounds, more than twice that of the F-100. The 

roomy cockpit suited J.D’s six foot two, two hundred and thirty pound frame better 

than it did me. However, it wasn’t the extra room in the cockpit that bothered me,  

it was the side by side seating and restricted visibility to the right and to rear of  

the aircraft. Adding a few more rearview mirrors would not compensate for that 

shortcoming.  

        I taxied onto the active runway, stopped on the centerline, and then pressed 

down hard on the brake pedals as I eased both throttles into full military power. J.D. 

and I watched the engine instrument pointers wind their way into the “green.”  

“Looks good,” I said, glancing over at him. Never much for words, J.D. just nodded  

in agreement. 
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        With his silent assent, I released brakes and advanced both throttles into full 

afterburner range. The instantaneous generation of thousands of pounds of added 

thrust pressed us against our seatbacks and propelled us down a runway that was 

rapidly disappearing under our aircraft. Nearing takeoff speed, I eased back on the 

control stick and lifted the nose of the aircraft approximately ten degrees. We were 

airborne seconds later, listening to the unique sounds and vibrations of the big tricycle 

landing gear folding into the underbody of the fuselage. It was precisely at that point, 

just after the gear doors locked into position, that I heard an unfamiliar sound. “Did 

you hear that, J.D.?” 

 

                       

                                                                             F-111 at lift off. 

 

        “Hear what?” He scanned the instruments. “Looks good here.” By then, we were 

about fifty feet in the air with wheels up and the end of the runway disappearing 

under our nose—about the worst position to be in should something go wrong. 

        “Hear it now?”  

        “No…engine readings are still normal.” 

        “Maybe, but I’m picking up vibrations from the left engine…coming out of 

afterburner.” It didn’t help. The shaking increased to the point where even J.D. could 

feel it on his side of the cockpit. I pulled the power back to idle, but to no avail. The 

vibrations intensified. “I’m shutting down the left engine.” I didn’t wait for J.D’s 
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approval. Our airplane was coming apart, and we were less than one hundred feet in 

the air with the runway behind us. There was no time to discuss the issue. He would 

have done the same.  

        “Tower…China 53, we lost our left engine…declaring an emergency. Request 

clearance for an immediate landing opposite the direction of traffic.”  

        “Roger, China, you’re cleared as requested, crash crew has been alerted. Winds 

are five knots, out of the northwest. Call turning base with gear down.”  

        “Will do, tower.” A slight tailwind would normally not be a problem. However, 

combined with a full load of fuel it would increase our landing speed and complicate 

the problem of getting safely stopped on the runway. I was already in a right climbing 

turn as we spoke and reversed the turn ninety degrees left to put us on a closed 

downwind.  

        As soon as we rolled out to level flight J.D. hit the fuel jettison switch to dump as 

much fuel as we could before landing. When it started pouring out of the rear of the 

aircraft it was immediately torched off by the still engaged right afterburner. If we 

hadn’t maintained full power on that engine we would have dropped out of the sky 

like a rock. From the ground, however, it must have looked like we were on fire. The 

guys in the Tower certainly thought so.                         

        “China 53, you’re on fire…you’re on fire!” declared the voice screaming into our 

headsets an octave higher than normal.  

        “Negative tower, we’re just shedding some weight before setting this bird down. 

The fuel streaming out of the tail of our airplane is apparently being ignited by the 

afterburner of our good engine. We’re not on fire, but our left engine is coming 

apart.”    

        “Jesus, China, you could have at least warned us.” His voice dropped down into 

normal range. 

        “Sorry, we’re a little busy up here.”  

        I flew a tight pattern to get us back on the ground before our right engine could 

be damaged by the disintegrating turbine blades of the left. All this was taking place 
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while Ezdy nervously watched the drama unfold from that little bridge.  She knew 

something was wrong seconds after I lifted off and did not perform my signature 

maximum performance take-off. She loved to watch me “stand the aircraft on its 

tail.”   

        That once common test pilot technique gradually faded from use with the 

introduction of rocket propelled seats, and the ability to safely eject at zero airspeed 

and altitude. Nonetheless, I continued to perform the maneuver. I did it for all the 

people on the ground who made it possible for me to fly those amazing air machines: 

the Crew Chiefs, maintenance personnel, life support personnel, tower operators, 

and, most of all, Ezdy. I also loved the adrenalin rush of “pushing the envelope” so 

close to the ground.    

        There was a third reason. Early in my flying career, I witnessed a sensational 

demonstration of the technique by a test pilot flying out of Wheelus Air Base in Libya. 

I won’t go into the details of the story here, but the only reason the pilot in that 

doomed F-100 lived to fly again was because he pulled off the greatest max 

performance takeoff I had ever seen, one that left an indelible impression on my 

young mind. I vowed then, that one day I would be able to do the maneuver as 

perfectly as he did. And, once I could—rocket seat, or no rocket seat—I was not 

about to let that skill fade.  

        I can only imagine what went through Ezdy’s  mind when she saw the huge flame 

spewing from the back of our aircraft as we made the turn to downwind,. She wasn’t 

wearing a headset that day and couldn’t hear the radio exchange between me and 

the tower. She was so intent on watching me, that she never saw General Gavin, the 

Depot Commander, drive up to Flight Test Operations. He saw her as soon as he got 

out of his car. “Who is that woman?” He demanded to know, as he approached the 

pilots standing outside of Test Ops. 

        “That’s Tomasino’s wife, sir.” Major Larry Snow answered. 

        “Well tell her to leave. She can’t be here.” 

        Snow walked over to the bridge. “Ezdy, General Gavin says you have to leave.” 
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        She was startled when Larry interrupted her, and loudly replied, “Over my dead 

body!”  

        He walked back to where the General was standing. “Sir, she said…” 

        “Yes, yes, I heard her. That can be arranged!” He made sure he said it loud 

enough so that she could hear, but he didn’t have time to carry out his threat. 

        While that little drama was being played out, I was starting my base turn. 

“Tower, China 53, turning base with three in the green.” 

        “Roger, China, you’re cleared to land.” 

        General Gavin, Ezdy, and the others, saw it at the same time “Damn, I’ve got to 

go.” As he stormed off, he ordered, “Get her out of here!” But, the General didn’t 

know Ezdy like the other pilots did, and he was in too much of a hurry to notice that 

none of them dared approach her again. He got back in his staff car, drove onto to 

the taxiway and sped to the runway end, where we would be turning off—assuming 

the turbine blades tearing through the side of our aircraft did not puncture a fuel cell, 

or take out the good engine.  

        J.D. stopped jettisoning fuel when we started our base turn, but we were still  

well above normal landing weight and would need to maintain an extra fifteen knots 

airspeed in the pattern. We’d be landing hot, but, with ten thousand feet of runway 

to work with, getting stopped wasn’t going to be a problem. I touched down about  

five hundred feet past the runway threshold, and held the nose up for maximum 

aerodynamic braking.  
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                                                                                        F-111 landing 

 

 

        After lowering the nose, normal braking slowed us down to safe turn-off speed  

before the runway end. General Gavin looked on as the Crew Chiefs chocked and 

pinned the wheels, then signaled me to shut down the right engine. As soon as I 

opened the canopy, ladders were put in place for Stokes and I to disembark. The 

General shook our hands as we stepped off the ladder. “Well done, gents.” The 

pleasantries quickly aside, he then asked, “What the hell happened up there?” 

        After giving him a “blow by blow” account of the takeoff, the engine vibrations, 

and our decision to land downwind, we walked over to take a look at the left side of 

the airplane. It was riddled with holes made by the disintegrating turbine blades—

some of them big enough to pass a basketball through.                               

        For J.D. and I, seeing the extensive damage to our airplane simply explained the 

severity of the vibrations we felt in the cockpit. The General, however, saw it from a 

different perspective. 

        “Do you guys know how lucky you were?” 
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         Neither of us felt the need to answer what we took as a rhetorical question, and 

Gavin did not wait for one. “If any of those turbine blades had gone the other way and 

punched through a fuel cell, or the right engine…” He never finished the sentence. He 

didn’t have to. 

        We would learn later, from the mechanics working on the aircraft, that some of 

the blades had indeed gone in the other direction, but miraculously missed critical 

aircraft components. They also found a pair of pliers—what was left of them after 

being sucked into the left engine. Apparently, one of the technicians who helped 

reassemble our aircraft placed them on an upper shelf of the engine pod and forgot  

to take them with him when he was through. Unfortunately, they could not be seen  

on preflight. The takeoff acceleration and vibration of the engines in full afterburner 

would dislodge the pliers from their perch and into the turbine blades. While the Pratt 

and Whitney TF-30 can ingest walnut shells and small birds with ease, it’s not so good 

at swallowing cold steel. 

 

                       

 

        To answer the General’s question, no, we didn’t know how lucky we were. But, 

risk is an inherent part of what we do, something that all fighter pilots willingly accept. 
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Hell, if anybody could do it, we wouldn’t. Indeed, it was the added challenge of taking  

a flying machine to the outer edges of the envelope that drew us into this segment of 

the flying profession.  

        Luck does play a role in how “Close Calls” like this turn out, but nothing trumps 

good judgement and piloting skill. The important thing is, we were safely on the 

ground, the airplane would soon be made as good as new, and J.D. and I would be 

strapping it back on for another go.  

        As for Ezdy, well, she never was concerned with the General’s empty threat, and 

lived to see me perform a few more maximum performance takeoffs. 
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                                            The Cuban Missile Crisis  

 

        When we took off from Cannon Air Force Base, New Mexico on October 15, 1962, 

we had no idea that a routine two week deployment would turn into the most perilous 

confrontation of the “Cold War.”  

        In August of that year, Russian offensive missiles were suspected of being moved 

into Cuba. Accusations and denials were exchanged between the United States and 

the USSR, until U-2 photographs, taken October 14, 1962, confirmed the existence of 

the missile sites—the real reason for our “training exercise.”  

        The Strategic Air Command increased their readiness level to DEFCON 2 (the only 

time in U.S. history it had done so). B-52 bombers carrying nuclear weapons were put 

on continuous airborne alert. Their B-57 medium bombers were placed on fifteen 

minute alert status and strategically deployed to bases within striking distance of 
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Cuba. Fighter aircraft from the Tactical Air and Air Defense Commands launched from 

bases across the United States and converged on every military airfield in Florida.          

 

                                         

                        F-100's from the 428th Squadron being readied for deployment. 

                          Cannon Air Force Base. Oct 1962 

 

        We were not the first to arrive in Homestead AFB, Florida, nor were we the last.  

In the forty-eight hours to follow, the ramp would be completely covered with F-100’s, 

parked wingtip to wingtip from one end of the airfield to the other. As soon as we cut 

our engines, armament crews quickly moved in to load bombs, rockets, and 20mm 

ammo on our aircraft. It looked, and felt, like the hectic flight-deck activity seen on the 

aircraft carriers of World War II. The “USS Homestead,” however, was much bigger.  

        It was our first clue that our deployment was more than just another training 

mission. Our second came when the vans in which they picked us up, dropped us off  

at a flight-line hangar big enough to accommodate a B-52. They showed us into a room 

that brought back memories of the “four star” accommodations we were assigned at 

Hahn Air Base, Germany, for the privilege of standing “Victor Alert” (nuclear strike 

status). That room had once been the engine repair shop and was also in a hangar.  
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        Our new quarters were not quite as luxurious. Its unusual five-tiered decking 

started at the center of the floor and went almost to the ceiling. Each tier was about 

three feet high by three feet deep and stretched from one side of the fifty foot wide 

room to the other. We claimed our space on one of the “shelves” and laid out the 

sleeping bags provided us.  

        By comparison, the engine room at Hahn was on one level, and offered steel 

framed beds with mattresses. This was “Victor Alert” all over again, but without the 

“four star” rating. Nonetheless, it would be our home for the next two weeks, while 

Kennedy and Khrushchev played out their high-stakes poker game. We nicknamed it 

“The Bat Cave.” 

        Later—after the initial stage of the crisis had passed—we were moved into the 

BOQ’s (Bachelor Officer Quarters); which, under normal circumstances, would have 

been a welcome improvement. Unfortunately, it was impossible to accommodate  

the huge influx of fighter pilots who suddenly descended upon Homestead’s once 

peaceful air patch without crowding four or five of us into a room barely big enough 

for two. Some of us would wind up sleeping on the floor.  

        We all complained, but not too loudly. Such inconveniences were a minor 

annoyance, given the very real possibility that we could soon find ourselves flying 

south to destroy Russian missile sites in Cuba. For a fighter pilot, going into combat 

was the ultimate test of our training and flying skills. That said, however, even we  

did not want a World War III. 
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                                        Crew Chiefs readying an F-100 for alert status.  

                               

        On October 28, 1962, while sitting in the cockpit of a fully armed F-100, with my 

ADF radio tuned into the Oval Office, I listened to President Kennedy’s address to the 

nation. His speech would determine whether I, and hundreds more like me, would be 

speeding to Cuba (my wife’s homeland) to destroy the newly installed Russian missile 

sites.  

        As it turned out, Khrushchev and Kennedy both rejected the advice of their senior 

military officers to “go to war” and, in the “eleventh hour,” worked out a peaceful 

resolution to the crisis. In a series of personal letters between the two “K’s,” a deal 

was struck involving the dismantling of all missiles sites in Cuba and the return of 

Soviet missiles and bombers to the USSR in exchange for the dismantling of our 

intermediate range ballistic missiles in Italy and Turkey, and the assurance that the 

United States would never invade Cuba. Thus, the very real possibility of a nuclear  

war, one that would have changed the face of the world forever, was averted.    

        Looking back on that fateful piece of history, I have to wonder if the reason  

a young, inexperienced President Kennedy appeared to get the best of the older,  
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more experienced Premier Khrushchev, was precisely because of his youth and 

inexperience. Khrushchev was at master at bluffing, and relished confrontation,  

but suicide was never an option. I believe he was genuinely surprised by Kennedy’s 

unexpectedly strong resolve, and feared that the younger man—prodded by his 

Generals—may, indeed, have been foolish enough to “push the button.” 
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                                         Name, Rank, SN, and DOB 

 

        As a graduate of USAF Advanced Fighter Training, and an F-100 Certificate of 

Qualification in hand, I was finally a full-fledged fighter pilot. Nevertheless, I had 

one more school to complete before I could report to my assigned duty station in 

Chaumont, France.  

        So, once again, Ezdy, Felix, and I packed everything we owned in to the trunk  

of Dad’s Packard and drove up to Stead Air Force Base near Reno, Nevada for 

Survival Training. Our pet ducks, Donald and Lucky did not make that trip. They 

were killed by a neighbor’s hunting dog shortly after we moved into our duplex  

near Nellis AFB.  

        It was February 1958, the dead of winter in the Sierras. The school was three 

weeks long; with the third week spent in the rugged snow-covered mountains just 

west of Reno. However, before we were allowed to enjoy the beauty of those hills 
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up close, we were given the opportunity to briefly experience a small taste of what 

our prisoners of war had to face in a very realistic setting.  

        That little ordeal came early in the program, after crawling face down in the 

dirt under barbed wire with 30 caliber machine guns firing live ammo overhead.  

After completing that little exercise, we were “captured” and thrown into a replica 

of a North Korean prison camp. They stripped us naked, replaced our flying suits 

with nondescript prison uniforms and herded us into one of three underground 

bunkers—our home for the next three days. One worn blanket and a cold dirt floor 

would make our bed.  

        Sleep was not something we would have to worry about much, as our prison 

benefactors would find a hundred different ways to ensure we got very little. They 

would bang on the corrugated metal roof of the bunker with their rifles, walk in any 

time of the night or day brandishing guns and clubs in an attempt to intimidate us 

with in-your-face obscenities and threats.  

        Usually, after one of their warm and fuzzy visits, several of us would be taken 

away for interrogation. That was always a treat. Previous military training had 

exposed us to the Geneva Accords, in which the rules governing the treatment of 

prisoners of war were explained; specifically the requirement to give the enemy 

only name, rank, service number and date of birth. When it was my turn “in the 

barrel,” I decided to test that theory. It was, after all, just make believe. What  

could they do to me, write me up for not appreciating the gravity of the situation? 

By challenging the boundaries of the Geneva Accords, I thought I might learn 

something more from the training I was undergoing. Thus, I would try to outwit  

my interrogator. That was a mistake. 

        I was rudely awakened from a sound sleep on the hard ground—you learn to 

do a lot of useful things like that in the Marines—and taken to a one room shack.  

As I stepped inside, the guard pushed me down on my knees onto the bare 

hardwood floor. I found myself staring at the front of a beat up old desk with a 

lighted lamp strategically positioned to shine in my eyes, while keeping the man 
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sitting behind it in the shadows. I could barely make out a second guard standing  

in the far corner with an AK-47 cradled in his arms. My “escort” stood behind me. 

        After what seemed like a long time, the faceless man sitting at the desk spoke. 

“Who are you, and why did you invade my country?” 

        “Vito Tomasino, 2nd Lieutenant, 50098A, September 19, 1934,” I shot back.  

        “I asked you a question. Why did you invade my country?”  

        The guard behind me poked me in the back with the butt of his rifle. “Vito 

Tomasino, 2nd Lieutenant, 50098A, September 19, 1934,” I repeated, and got 

another hard jab from my friend. 

        “I’m only going to ask you one more time, Lieutenant. Why did you invade my 

country and bomb my people?” 

        “I did not invade your country, you invaded mine; or, at least, our ally’s. As for 

bombing your people, I only recall dropping them on your troops, who were trying 

to kill mine.”  

        “So, you can speak. Maybe now we can have an intelligent conversation. Do 

you enjoy killing people?” 

        “I thought you wanted to have an intelligent conversation.” That smart remark 

earned me another jolt in the back by my guard. I quickly added: “Of course I don’t 

enjoy killing people. But, when someone threatens my life, and the lives of my 

family and friends, I will do whatever is necessary to protect them and the 

freedoms we cherish in a democratic society.” 

        “A democratic society?” he repeated back to me. “That is nothing but an 

illusion you Americans have been living under for almost two hundred years. And 

your precious freedom is a joke. Only the rich and powerful are truly free in 

America. The rest of you are merely paid slaves; used to work their factories, build 

their roads and bridges, sell their products; and, whenever it suits their insatiable 

quest for greater riches and power, lay down your lives in a senseless war.” 

        “I suppose one man’s truth is another man’s illusion. But, what about the 

illusion you live under? Marx’s idea that you can take from some according to their 
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ability and give to others according to their need is an unworkable fantasy.” 

        “You are wrong Lieutenant, communism does work. Look at the USSR and 

China.” 

        “I have looked at them. They are nothing but dictatorships, and not of the 

proletariat, but of one man who rules unopposed and unchecked by a rival political 

party. There is no “balance of power,” and the people have no voice in their 

government.” 

        “Maybe you should look again. The transformation of a brutal feudal society 

into one in which peace and harmony reign and no one wants for anything takes 

time. To allow rival political parties to debate over the means we use to get there 

would only slow the change. Indeed, it may even stop it from ever happening.” 

        “That’s one argument I haven’t heard before. You’ve got a point there; but I’ll 

take a squabbling Congress over a dictator with unlimited power anytime. Marx saw 

communism as a perfect world in which people would be satisfied with taking only 

what they need, while giving all that they are capable of giving. Such a system could 

only be sustained if it is populated with perfect people. Human beings are far short 

of that ideal.” 

        “You seem to be well read on the subject, Lieutenant. What was your major in 

college?” 

        “I never went.” 

        “Really, you must have had some very good primary and high school teachers.” 

        “Mepham was considered one of the best high schools on Long Island.” 

        “Too bad you didn’t go on to get your degree.” 

        “I have no regrets about that. There was a war going on in Korea, and I had 

already made up my mind to join the Marines after graduating from high school. 

The three years I spent in the Marines gave me a real-life education no university 

could have duplicated.” 

        “I’m sure of that, Lieutenant, just as I am sure that the information you have 

unwittingly given me will serve my cause very well. You should have stuck to name, 
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rank, service number, and date of birth.”  

        He was right; but I had also learned a valuable lesson about the interrogation 

process and my ability to control it. The information he so cleverly extracted from 

me could have put my family and a lot of other people in danger. I would not forget 

that lesson. My interrogator would also do his part to ensure that I did not. 

        “I think we’re through here, Lieutenant. Guard, take him out and put him in  

the “Box.” Spending some time in it, Lieutenant, will help you remember what  

just happened here.” 

        The “Box” he referred to was an enclosed steel container, designed so an 

average sized man could neither fully stand up, or sit. It had several air holes  

drilled in it, and a small sliding steel panel that would allow the guard to check  

on its occupant without opening the access door. The guards thought it was  

good sport to smash the butt of their rifles against its steel sides whenever they 

walked by. It sounded as though you were trapped inside a kettle drum.  

        Although I was in there little more than an hour, it seemed much longer— 

long enough to give me a small idea of what our prisoners of war in North Korea 

had to endure. The “Iron Coffin,” as we called it, left a lasting impression. 

        For the three days we were in the camp we were deprived of a full night’s 

sleep, and fed only a watery, foul looking soup with a few onions and potatoes 

floating in it. We were also subjected to communist propaganda classes and more 

interrogations. In our “free time” we established a command structure for our 

group based on rank, formed an escape committee, and even attempted a few 

breakouts, but with no success. All in all, I thought it was a worthwhile learning 

experience.  

        That was just the beginning of Stead Survival School, designed no doubt, to 

shock us into a state of mind that would keep us focused on absorbing every bit  

of survival information we would be taught over the next two weeks. Given a day  

to catch up on our sleep and replenish our energy level with some real food, we 

attended classes on survival in the wild, interrogation techniques, political 
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indoctrination, the Military Code of Conduct, and the use of every item in our 

ejection seat survival kits. The last week of our training would be spent in the cold 

embrace of the Sierra Nevada Mountains. 
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                                                 Billy Hill 

        They dropped us off in a wooded area of the Sierras, just west of Reno, where, 

without snow shoes, we would have been swallowed up by the eight foot snow  

drifts. At those higher elevations, temperatures dropped to twenty degrees below 

zero at night. To survive in those conditions we were issued cold weather gear, such  

as parkas, insulated boots, mittens, and an extra sleeping bag; along with a little food, 

and other items stuffed into our backpacks. Traversing the deep snow with all of that 

on our backs and very little to eat was a diet program guaranteed to succeed. This  

cozy little place would be our home for the next seven days. 

        The instructors stayed with us for six of those days, providing hands-on training  

in the art of survival in the wild. At any other time of the year finding food—plant or 

animal— would be relatively easy. During the winter, with the ground completely 

covered with snow, edible plant life was impossible to find. If there were any live 
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animals on the mountain, we never saw them. About three days into our trek we were 

given a rabbit by our instructors. They didn’t tell us where, or how they got it, but I 

suspect they had brought a few along on the truck for training purposes, should we 

not find any in the wild. Shared among six of us it didn’t amount to more than a 

mouthful, but rabbit never tasted so good. 

        The seventh day of our field training was reserved for the “Escape and Evasion” 

exercise. We were dropped off in teams of two about eight miles from a designated 

finish point, and given twenty-four hours to get there. Jim Craig and I paired up and 

headed out just before sunset, armed with a map and a compass. Our instructors 

would not be accompanying us. Instead, they became our “hunters.”   

 

                       

                                                         Jim Craig. T-33 training at Greenville, Miss. 1957 

 

        Jim is a cowboy from Abilene, Texas. He and I started our Aviation Cadet basic 

training, together at Lackland Air Force Base, San Antonio. After graduation we were 

split up; he was assigned to Hondo Air Base, Texas for his Primary Flight Training, and  

I to Stallings Air Base, Kinston, North Carolina for our initial checkouts in the T-34 and 

T-28 (prop-driven aircraft). However, we would be reunited again in Greenville, 
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Mississippi, and there introduced to jet flying in the T-33. From there it was on to Luke 

Air Force Base, Phoenix, Arizona for the first phase of advanced jet fighter training in 

the F-84F; then to the fighter pilots “Mecca,” Nellis Air Force Base, Las Vegas, Nevada, 

and the F-100, Super Sabre—the world’s first operational jet fighter capable of 

attaining  supersonic speed in level flight. Stead Survival School would be our last 

“joint venture” before we went our separate ways.  

        Jim and I had received our assignments before leaving Nellis. He would be going 

to the 35th Tactical Bombing Squadron, 8th Fighter Bomber Group, Itazuke Air Base, 

Japan; I, to the 494th Tactical Bombing Squadron, 48th TBW in Chaumont, France, 

where we would both continue to fly the F-100. I don’t know how, or why, a “good  

old boy” from Texas and a kid from Long Island, New York hit it off so well, but we did, 

and the demanding program we were about to complete together forged a lifetime 

friendship. 

        Before leaving us, our instructor warned that the temperature would drop well 

below freezing that night, with more snow in the forecast. He also briefed us on the 

two major obstacles in our path, a wide, fast running stream, and “Billy Hill,” the 

highest peak in the exercise area. “If you should get wet crossing that stream,” he 

cautioned, “get to the nearest fire-barrel set up along the creek as soon as possible. 

Better to be ‘captured,’ than freeze to death.” He then reminded us of the caution we 

often heard in ground school: “Whatever you do, do not, I repeat, do not try to climb 

over “Billy Hill!” Good advice I’m sure; but that infamous hill was the only imposing 

obstacle between us and a direct course to the finish line on the other side of it. One 

has to wonder if the course was not designed to challenge the trainees to do exactly 

that. Going around would have added a few more miles to an already long, difficult 

trek, but it was the wiser choice. 

        With those last words of advice still echoing in our ears, Jim and I strapped on  

our snow shoes, slipped on our backpacks, and began our trek. About an hour later  

we were standing on the bank of that fast moving stream. It was about thirty feet to 

the other side, but there were enough large stones sticking out above the water level 
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to make it across in a half a dozen well placed steps. I was the first to test the theory.  

I removed my snow shoes. Holding one in each hand for balance, I took a deep breath, 

let it out slowly, and leaped onto the first rock. I didn’t stop until I got to the opposite 

bank. I looked back at Jim, who had already taken off his snow shoes and slung them 

over his shoulder. A light snow had just begun to fall as the sun disappeared behind 

the mountains.  

        “There you go, Jim…piece of cake.” 

        “Easy for you to say. You used to do this for a living.”  

        He was referring to my other life as a Marine, particularly the time I spent 

climbing the hills of Korea, where one misstep could send you tumbling down the 

mountain. Picking the right stone to step on without twisting an ankle became an 

acquired skill. 

        Jim made it about half way across, when his foot slipped on a snow covered rock 

and he took an involuntary dive into the freezing water. He was up in seconds, cursing 

like a drunken cowboy, and soaking wet. There was no way he could continue.  

        “Jim, we’ve got to get you to one of those fire-barrels before you freeze to death.” 

        “Hell no, Vito, I’m not turning myself in. My body heat will dry me off.”  

        I heard the determination in his words—I would have been disappointed if I 

hadn’t—but I could also see the ice rapidly forming on his eyebrows and parka. 

“Christ, Jim, you’re already starting to turn into an icicle. You’ll be dead before we 

could walk another hundred yards. We’ve got to find you some heat, and get you  

off this mountain now.” 

        Before I was finished having my say, he was shivering uncontrollably. “Maybe  

you’re right, Vito,” he said, through teeth chattering so badly I thought he might break  

a few, “but it still pisses me off to have to end it here. I’m no quitter!” 

        “No one knows that better than me, Jim.” We saw the light from a fire-barrel 

about fifty yards up stream. “Come on, I’ll walk you over.” 

        As we approached, we saw that two of three men standing around the barrel 

were students; one of whom had also had a close encounter with the creek. The  
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other, Lt. Reid, was dry. The instructor handed Jim a blanket and told Reid and me  

to continue the evasion exercise.  

        Reid had also gone through the Cadet program with us and was no stranger. He 

stood about five foot six, was built like a Sherman tank, and had a personality to 

match. Life was always a little more interesting when he was around, and I was more 

than okay teaming up with him. I’m not sure he shared the same sentiments about 

me.       

        By the time Reid and I had walked another two hours, the light snow started to 

come down harder and the wind velocity picked up dramatically. The weather quickly 

deteriorated to near blizzard conditions, severely impairing visibility. Night was never 

so dark. Unable to focus on an object more than several yards ahead, it was impossible 

to take an accurate compass reading. There were, however, occasional lulls in the 

intensity of the falling snow. One such break occurred when we found ourselves at the 

edge of an open field. On the other side of the level clearing we could barely make out 

what looked like a low ridge. I checked my map, did a quick mental calculation as to 

how far we had gone since leaving that warm fire, and took a reading with my Lensatic 

Compass.  

        “Reidy, according to my calculations, all we have to do is climb that little ridge 

over there and we’re home free.” 

        “Yeah, if you say so. You’re the only Marine here, so I guess I’ll have to trust you.  

I have no idea where in the hell we are!” 

        I looked at him and smiled through near frozen lips, hoping that his trust in me 

wasn’t misplaced. “You got that right. It won’t be long now before we’re warming  

our hands over a hot cup of coffee at the Officer’s Club.” 

        “Coffee, my ass, I’ll have a scotch…a double.”  

        That’s the Reid I know and love. I thought. His acerbic quip was what I wanted to 

hear. It reassured me of his determination to “get home.” When we got to the base  

of the ridge, it appeared to be about a two hundred foot climb to the top. I couldn’t be 

sure, because of the low cloud cover. “Reidy, all we have to do is get to the top of this 
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ridge and it’s all downhill from there.” 

        “Are you sure about that?” 

        “Hell no. Do you have any better ideas?” 

        “Hell, no!” 

        “I just said that,” I repeated, with a smile. “Tighten the straps to your shoes and 

stay close.” I’ve climbed steeper hills with heavier loads on my back, but never on 

snowshoes in near blizzard conditions. It was tough, slow going, but we made it to  

what we thought was the top. It wasn’t. That “little ridge” was only the first. There  

was another, just as high and just as steep. I looked at a tired Reid. He was breathing 

hard, but seemed okay. 

        “Slight miscalculation. Looks like we have another little climb before we’re there. 

We’ll take a short break here.” Reid grunted his approval through deep breaths, 

grateful for the reprieve. 

        We made it to the top of that second ridge, only to be confronted by another,  

just as daunting as the first. And there would be one more after that, before we found 

ourselves standing on the top of the very hill we were warned by our instructors to 

avoid at all costs, the abominable “Billy Hill.”  

        Reid was nearly exhausted when we reached the fourth level; which was probably 

a good thing for me, because, if he had had the strength, I’m sure he would have 

thrown me off the mountain. Instead, he heaved up what little food we were able to 

consume before we started up that godforsaken hill. We took a well needed break 

before starting down the other side. 

        “Billy’s” backside was as steep as the front and even more treacherous. It was 

impossible to keep our footing in the frozen snow. When we slipped—as we often 

did—we simply leaned into the mountain and slid down on our butts and backpacks. 

It was kind of exhilarating, even fun, and didn’t take nearly as long to get to the 

bottom of the hill as it did to make the climb. By the time we reached the base, the 

warming glow of a slowly emerging sun began to push aside the darkness. 

        We were well ahead of schedule and—with only about a mile left to go on our 
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trek—in no hurry to reach the check-in point. Even at a deliberately slowed pace,  

we reached that small wooden shack about a half hour before the official open time.  

To our relief, the instructors waiting for us did not make an issue of it. Instead, they 

congratulated us on completing the course and invited us in to warm up near the  

pot-bellied stove. They handed us a hot cup of coffee, while looking at us rather 

curiously; like interrogators waiting for us to confess something they already knew. 

        “So, you two guys did it?” 

        “Did what, sergeant?” I asked, pretending I didn’t understand his meaning. 

        “Climbed “Billy Hill.”  

        Our sheepish grins were all the confirmation he needed. 

        We waited there until enough students had checked in to fill one of the trucks 

that would take us back to Stead. We didn’t mind. After spending a week in the 

freezing cold with little to eat, sipping hot coffee in front of a hot stove in a wooden 

shack was like sitting in the lobby of a four star hotel. 

        They dropped us off at the base gym where, before going into the field, we  

were assigned lockers to store clean uniforms and shaving gear. A hot shower and 

shave never felt so good. No one rushed. When I put on my uniform, however, I  

was surprised to find that nothing fit. My tailored Dress Blue uniform hung on me  

as though it were at least two sizes too big. Even my hat and shoes felt like they 

belonged to a bigger man. Before I started the field exercise I weighed 155 pounds 

with almost no body fat. When I checked my weight on the locker room scale it read 

143. I had lost twelve pounds of solid muscle. 

        Breakfast at the Officer’s Club and the mandatory round of “war stories” was our 

next order of business. After listening to several, I excused myself before they got too 

far into the next. “Gotta go, gents, I have a wife and kid that are wondering if I’m still 

alive.”  

        I jumped into Dad’s ‘55 Packard and drove back to our little apartment in 

downtown Reno. I knocked on the door. Ezdy opened it, looked at me suspiciously, 

and said: “Yes?” She didn’t recognize me! I couldn’t blame her. What she saw was a 
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red faced man in a baggy blue uniform with his hat down around his ears. She actually 

started to close the door in my face.  

        “Wait, honey, it’s me…Bill…your husband…Felix’s father!” 

        “Bill? You don’t look like…” She cut herself off in mid-sentence and literally flew 

into my arms, hugging me tightly. “What happened to you?” 

        Smiling, I said, “Well, when you don’t get much to eat for a week, and you’ve been 

exposed to the sun and snow in the High Sierras, this is what happens. But, I feel fine.  

You should see the other guy.” 

        “That’s not funny.” 
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                                                              The Fighter Pilot 

             We bid farewell to our good friend, Jim Craig before departing Reno, then drove 

back to New York to drop off Dad’s Packard. It was early April, 1958. Two weeks later I 

would be an airplane headed for France. Ezdy was seven months pregnant and would 

not be allowed to travel with me. She, and Felix, would have to wait until the baby was 

three months old before they could join me. 

        Harlan Davis (the guy I “shot down” in Phoenix) and I flew out together. When we 

got to Chaumont Air Base, home of the 48th Fighter Bomber Wing (renamed the 48th 

Tactical Fighter Wing a year later), they put us up in the VOQ (Visiting Officers 

Quarters) until we could be moved into permanent housing. Harlan was assigned to 

the 493rd Squadron, and I to the 494th. We reported in to our respective squadrons the 

next day.  
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                                          Crew Chief securing the hydraulic panel of a 494th Squadron F-100D. 

                                          Chaumont, France. 1959 

 

        The 494th Fighter Bomber Squadron—distinguished by the red and white striped 

nose and tail, and the unit logo (a black panther riding a bomb)—would be my first 

operational fighter unit. It was commanded by a man who shot down 15.5 German 

Fw-190’s and Me-109’s while flying P-51’s during WWII. His name was Major William 

T. Whisner.  

        Four of his kills were scored on one mission, in which he charged head on into  

the middle of thirty German fighter aircraft poised to attack the airfield in Belgium 

from which he had just taken off. He was leading a group of twelve P-51’s when he 

spotted them and, without a second’s pause, instinctively turned straight into them 

with guns blazing, forcing them to break formation. The Germans scattered 

throughout the sky to avoid colliding with the crazy American. Whisner’s P-51 was  

hit on that first pass, but despite the damage to his aircraft, he shot down four  

Fw-190’s before safely recovering his crippled plane on an airfield the Germans  

never reached.  

        In another war, one fought in the skies over Korea, he added five more Russian 
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Mig-15 and 17’s to his total, flying the F-86 Sabre Jet. That feat placed him in an elite 

group of only seven fighter pilots to become an ace in two different wars. I was 

honored and proud to be a member of his squadron. He was “The Fighter Pilot” I 

wanted to be.   

        After his retirement with the rank of colonel in July 1972, Whisner bought a P-51 

and, in the spirit of the barnstorming pilots of yesteryear, traveled across the country 

from one air show to another. I refer to him in the past tense, because he died of 

complications arising from a wasp sting seventeen years after his retirement. He was 

only sixty five. In an ironic twist of fate, one of the greatest fighter pilots in Air Force 

history was shot down by a “bee.”  

        A week after Harlan and I arrived at Chaumont, we were assigned individual 

instructors and began our checkout in the F-100D, a more advanced version of the  

“A” model we flew at Nellis. It had more power, but it was also heavier—due to the 

addition of flaps, wing fuel, and new armament capability. It was also not as agile as  

its predecessor. Designed specifically for air to air combat, the F-100A could go from 

release brakes to 40,000 feet in less than four minutes. Had the Korean War not ended 

in July 1953, it would have surely ruled the skies over that war-torn land.  

        The F-100D, however, was reconfigured for another type of mission, and another 

kind of war, the “Cold War.” Before the Intercontinental Ballistic Missile came of age,  

it was America’s first line of defense against the nuclear arsenal of the Soviet Union, 

should the temperature of the “War” change. We stood ready to strike targets in 

Eastern Europe, as well as deep within the USSR, from airbases that practically 

surrounded our one-time World War II ally.  

       My instructor and I took off, with me on his wing, to practice close and tactical 

formations, rejoins, lead changes, etc. Everything was going well until we made our 

first practice low approach in close formation. I lowered the landing gear on his signal, 

but I could not get a safe nose gear light. I called him. “Lead, I’m only showing two in 

the ‘green.’” 

        “Roger that, Two. Chaumont Tower, this is Cougar, are we cleared right turn out 
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of traffic?” 

        “Roger, Cougar. Call us when you get Two’s problem sorted out.” 

        “Will do.”  

        Following proper procedure, we left the traffic pattern and flew into an area 

where I could safely recycle the gear. I tried several times with the same result. A 

visual check by my instructor verified that the gear was down, but the green light 

never came on, indicating that it was not locked into position. Pulling up abruptly  

to try and force the nose gear into the locked position didn’t help. I would have to  

land with the unsafe gear indication. 

        “There’s one more thing we can do before attempting a landing,” Lead said. 

        “What’s that?” 

        “Switch the nose gear light bulb with one of the main gear. If it still doesn’t come 

on, we’ll at least know it’s not just a bad indicator.” 

        I made the switch…nothing. Still no green light. “We can rule out a bad bulb, 

Cougar.” 

        “That’s it then, Two. We’ll burn some more fuel with the gear down to get you 

closer to a normal landing weight before attempting an approach. You okay with 

that?” 

        “Do I have a choice?” 

        “You could always get out and walk.” 

        “No thanks, I’d like to get back on the ground the same way I left it, with three 

wheels under me.” 

        “Okay then, let’s make it happen.” “Chaumont Tower, this is Cougar Lead, Two 

will be landing with an unsafe nose gear…declaring an emergency.”  

        “Copy that, Cougar, the runway is clear and the Crash Crew has been alerted.  

Call turning initial.” 

        “Tower, Cougar One, request clearance to enter the pattern from an outside 

downwind. I’ll be flying chase until Cougar Two is over the runway, then take it around 

to reenter on initial for a full stop—assuming the runway can be cleared in time. If not 
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I’ll be requesting clearance to divert to Toul Air Base.” 

        “Roger, Cougar, cleared downwind entry, call turning base. The weather at Toul  

is VFR, if it comes to that.” 

        I started my turn onto base. “Cougar Two turning base with Lead in chase…three 

gear visually confirmed down, but the nose gear light still indicates unsafe.”  

        “Roger Two, cleared to land. Crash crew is in place.” 

        As I rolled wings level on final, Cougar One broke out of formation and started his 

“go around.” He accelerated ahead of me as I touched down on the main gear at one 

hundred and forty-five knots and pulled the throttle back to idle. I then deployed the 

drag chute while holding the nose up for aerodynamic braking; taking care to slowly 

lower the nose wheels to the concrete while I still had good control speed. There was 

enough runway ahead of me to bring the F-100 to a full stop with minimal braking.  

The nose gear held, and the emergency crew were there in seconds to install the 

landing gear pins. They signaled me to cut the engine and hooked me up to a tow 

vehicle. I rode back to the squadron with the Operations Officer, Captain Dewey 

Hornsby. We were clear of the runway before Cougar One called turning initial. 

        I got a lot of “well done’s” from the other pilots when I walked into Operations, 

but the one that meant the most to me was the one I got from “The Fighter Pilot.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


